HOLTZ INDUSTRIES, INC.
CALL TO PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!
1-800-535-0104

REEVING SYSTEMS IN STOCK!

WE SELL CABLES AND ROLL-OFF CABLES TOO!

WINCHES AVAILABLE IN 8,000 & 12,000 LBs.

WE STOCK A VARIETY OF PANELS! CALL TODAY

FILTERS AND FILTER CARRIERS

REPLACEMENT LIDS AND CONTAINER PARTS

WASH OUT TANK KITS
ALUMINUM & STEEL AVAILABLE

NEED JUST THE BODY? WE CAN DO THAT TOO!

CONTAINER CARRIERS AND ROTATOR ATTACHMENTS
ROLL-OFF HOIST BODIES
VARIOUS BRANDS OF REAR-LOAD PACKER BODIES
HOOK-LIFT HOIST BODIES
One Stop Shopping For Your Replacement Parts

REPLACEMENT PARTS SOLD FOR: HEIL • LEACH • EZ-PACK • MCNEILUS • DEMPSTER • PAK-MOR • GALBREATH • G&H • KPAC • CRANE CARRIER • WAYNE • LOADMASTER • NEW WAY • LABRICE • MARATHON • ACCURATE • PIONEER • O’BRIAN • BAYNE • PERKINS • SLENDERLINE • AND MUCH MORE!!

1-800-535-0104 | (740) 366-4002 | WWW.HOLTZINDUSTRIES.COM

CALL DAVE HANES FOR ALL YOUR HYDRAULIC NEEDS!

PERMCO

PUMPS

PARKER

LIGHTING

Chelsea

Commercial Hydraulics

RayView

Camera Systems

WE OFFER:

• REAR LOAD CONTAINERS
• CARTS AVAILABLE IN 68 AND 95 GALLON IN STOCK READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
• CART LIFTERS ALWAYS IN STOCK!

CUSTOM Hoists, Inc.

HYCO

AIR CONTROLS

CAMERA SYSTEMS

CHECK OUT OUR ADS ON PAGES 98-101!

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION!
Editor’s Note

AS WE GET CLOSER TO THE HOLIDAYS, WE ALL MUST REMEMBER THAT WITH MORE family, gatherings, events, gifts and parties, there comes a lot of extra trash. Paper plates, plastic silverware, fancy napkins and paper towels, candy wrappers, gift wrap—the list goes on and on. This is the time to step up your recycling awareness program (especially since America Recycles Day is November 15) and let those in your community know before the holiday season debuts that they have a resource for recycling the abundance of unwanted trash. Phone calls, mailings, Web site postings, newsletters—the ability to reach your audience is endless.

On another environmentally friendly note, I attended the Hybrid-Efficiency Truck Users Forum (HTUF) last month in Charlotte, NC. An annual event that focuses on the commercialization of hybrid, electric and advanced technologies for the medium- and heavy-duty industries. It was a great show since it gave a different perspective on what options are available for refuse trucks and the systems that can help them reduce their carbon footprint. With sessions that covered topics like overview of the market demand, fleet leadership, transformative technologies, and State and local strategies for advanced truck deployment, there was plenty of information to listen to and think about as it applies to the waste industry.

We also have a great issue for you this month. Our “In the Spotlight” focuses on ReCommunity and their goal to lead a Recovery Revolution®, which includes a vision of zero waste (page 14). In addition, “Choosing the Right Trailer for Your Needs” (page 20) gives you what to think about when making that crucial decision, while “Deciding on the Right Power Take-Off” discusses the pitfalls to avoid in order to ensure you get the most out of your application (page 22). Other topics include “Marketing and Implementing Emerging Waste Conversion Technologies” (page 28), “Rail Freight Traffic” (page 32) and the science behind a zero accident culture (page 38). And don’t miss our R/T/L section which covers the seven benefits of selling recyclables (page 52) and location restrictions for landfills (page 61).

New to our Web site, www.wasteadvantagemag.com, is our Safety Tip of the Month, which will give safety advice to think about every day when you are out in the field or even at your facility. Be sure to take a look. As always, feel free to contact me with any questions, comments or otherwise. I appreciate your feedback.

Best Regards,

Angelina Ruiz
Editorial Director
angelina@wasteadvantagemag.com
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President
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Bob Wallace
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Call for our new fact-filled brochure and DVD package that explains all the advantages of the AFL system.

(707) 939-2802
www.thecurottocan.com

HIGHEST PRODUCTIVITY
At 4-5 seconds the Curotto-Can AFL has the fastest load time of any automated system. Fast loading translates into a 25%-30% productivity advantage. The AFL is also the only true “take-all” system capable of handling large bulk (such as furniture and mattresses), green waste and flattened oversize cardboard.

SAFEST SYSTEM
Eyes Forward Ergonomics is the safest for the operator as it eliminates repetitive strain injury associated with constantly looking back. Operators can also see and remove contamination. You can stop contamination - before its packed - at the curb. Reduce waste stream contaminants to less than 5%.

LOWEST COST
The Curotto-Can AFL replaces: the ASL, the recycler, the rear loader, and the carry can/tipper. Standardize the fleet with the AFL and significantly reduce the total number of units. The Curotto-Can can be mounted or dismounted in less than 5 minutes. Swap out quickly and eliminate truck downtime due to arm problems.

The Commercial Gripper is capable of handling the heaviest of carts. Haulers use the Commercial Gripper to collect 96 gal carts while on route collecting commercial 5 yd bins thus eliminating a “chase” truck. With the Commercial Gripper, one unit does it all! See the live demo at our booth.

Call for our new fact-filled brochure and DVD package that explains all the advantages of the AFL system.

(707) 939-2802
www.thecurottocan.com

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION!
14 In the Spotlight
ReCommunity: Rethinking Conventional Recycling
With a mission to reposition waste as a strategic community resource, ReCommunity has become the largest pure-play recycling company in the U.S.—and plans to keep on growing.

20 Trailers
Choosing the Right Trailer for Your Needs
Whether you are hauling wet waste or dry waste, scrap metal or construction debris, short hauls or long hauls, standard loads or over permitted loads, be sure to take the right steps to evaluate the best trailer to suit your needs.
JIM REEVES

22 Trucks
First of Four Parts
Deciding on the Right Power Take-Off
Selecting the right power take-off requires meeting the speed, torque and horsepower requirements of the application. There are a few pitfalls you should avoid in order to ensure you get the most out of your system.
MIKEL JANITZ

28 Waste Conversion
Marketing and Implementing Emerging Waste Conversion Technologies: The Local Effect
The search for clean, affordable alternatives for waste disposal has presented an opportunity for emerging waste conversion technologies to make a breakthrough in the U.S. market. Partnerships between private companies and local governments may very well hold the key to success.
TENO A. WEST, ESQ.

32 Waste-by-Rail
Rail Freight Traffic: A Leading Economic Indicator
Emerging market opportunities are important to the recoupment of the railroads traffic base. Waste, scrap and related commodities are a small part of the overall rail traffic base but are seen as growth areas to railroads.
DARELL LUTHER

38 Zero Accident Culture: The Science Behind Zero
How many employees work for zero accidents when management is not around?
JOHN WAYHART

42 Guest Commentary: Mitigating Risk in the Development of Emerging Technologies
In order to develop profitable, sustainable projects, it is helpful to gather as much information as possible as early as possible.
SUSAN ROBINSON

46 Billing Case Study: Action Carting Saves Time, Money with Automated Billing
By taking a proactive, technology-focused approach to billing, Action Carting has achieved significant time and money savings while improving internal efficiency and scalability.
THE MOST RUGGED SIDE-LOADER ON EARTH

SIDEWINDER

IRONCLAD PERFORMANCE

More dependability. Longer lifespan. Heavier payloads. The New Way Sidewinder™ puts your fleet in a position of power. Built for punishment, your crew can keep on operating while other trucks are in the shop. So while this truck is tough, it makes one thing not so tough—the decision to add one to your fleet.

See the improvements at newwaytrucks.com/Sidewinder

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION!
Trash Talk

ClosureTurf Recognized by SWANA

CLOSURETURF (Atlanta, GA) announces that two landfills using the ClosureTurf system were honored at this year’s SWANA Excellence Awards held at WASTECON 2012. SWANA awarded landfill owner IESI a Gold Excellence Award for the Timber Ridge Landfill in Richwoods, MO in the Landfill Gas Control category. Through the use of the ClosureTurf system, the landfill has been able to reduce gas systems costs, contain all odors and reduce ongoing labor, maintenance efforts and costs. ClosureTurf is also used for the Seneca Landfill in Mars, PA, which was awarded the Silver Excellence Award in the Landfill Gas Control category.

For more information, visit www.closureturf.com.

Community Waste Disposal Introduces Natural Gas Trucks

COMMUNITY WASTE DISPOSAL (CWD) (Dallas, TX) has introduced five new CNG waste trucks that will help improve the area’s air quality. CWD is the first private waste management DFW firm to own and operate CNG trucks. The company expects the new vehicles to eliminate 225 metric tons of greenhouse emissions each year—the equivalent of taking 370 vehicles off Metroplex roads each day. Since the CNG trucks run quieter, they lead to less noise pollution. In addition, natural gas costs 40 percent less than diesel. Over the next 10 years, CWD will convert its diesel fleet to CNG trucks. By 2022, when the transition is complete, CWD anticipates having 175 environmentally-friendly trucks on Texas roads.

For more information, call (972) 392-9300 or visit www.communitywastedisposal.com.

California Product Stewardship Council Recognizes Call2Recycle

CALL2RECYCLE® (Atlanta, GA) was honored with the Bow and Arrow Award for Coalition Building by the California Product Stewardship Council during the organization’s Arrow Awards ceremony held in Oakland, CA. Call2Recycle was honored for their efforts in bringing together leading companies and visionaries to create opportunities and innovations that drive today’s sustainability movement. “Our participants and stakeholders are responsible for the Call2Recycle program receiving this prestigious award,” said Carl Smith, CEO and president of Call2Recycle. “Thanks to them, the Call2Recycle battery and cellphone recycling program is able to illustrate the success a voluntary product stewardship program can achieve.”

For more information, call (877) 723-1297 or visit www.call2recycle.org.

PIRTEK is Member of the ARA

Recently PIRTEK (Rockledge, FL) joined the Automotive Recyclers Association (ARA) to generate awareness about the services offered by PIRTEK to scrap and recycling companies. PIRTEK understands the importance of keeping equipment and work crews up and running. When a hose fails, it can cost recycling businesses thousands of dollars in lost productivity. That’s where PIRTEK can help the ARA members reduce the costs of equipment downtime, idle crews, labor and parts, fuel, overtime and lost opportunity associated with hose failures.

For more information, call (321) 504-4422 or visit www.pirtekusa.com.
LEADING THE CLEAN ROAD REVOLUTION

- closed-loop recycling systems
- nationwide rental fleet
- full turnkey setup
- made in the u.s.a.

manufactured by:

NeptuneWash.com
501.525.8484
866.303.4IES
Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION!
Services and Solutions for Better Business.

- Solid Waste Management Planning Solutions
- Transportation and Logistics - Railroad, Trucking, and Tug and Barge
- Operational Performance Assessments (OPAs) - MRFs and Transfer Stations
- Vehicle Routing Software and GPS Integration Fleet Management
- Solid Waste and Environmental Expert Witness Testimony

Waste Business Solutions

WIH Resource Groups, Inc. offers a range of waste management business solutions to commercial and industrial waste generators, as well as counties, cities and other municipalities looking to optimize their solid waste management. We evaluate your current operations, assess your needs, help identify goals in critical areas, develop a plan to reach the new goals and assist in the implementation.

Waste by Rail Solutions

WIH Resource Groups, Inc. has extensive experience with waste-by-rail, and has offered such expertise to cities, counties, states, companies, manufacturers and others dealing with everything from landfill closures to toxic waste spills. So you can be sure that no matter what you are facing, WIH Resource Groups, Inc. will find a creative, innovative, and practical transportation and disposal solution across the United States and in Canada.

Services & Solutions

Whether their client is a municipality or a publicly traded or privately held organization, WIH Resource Groups, Inc. provides client-specific solutions in environmental, recycling, sustainable development, transportation, logistics and solid waste management.

Mergers & Acquisitions (M&A) Services

Another area of expertise for WIH Resource Groups, Inc. is providing full service mergers and acquisitions consulting specializing in business valuations, due diligence, appraisals, transaction support, post transaction completion support services, strategic business planning, implementation and other management consulting services.

Equipment Sales & Leasing

WIH Resource Groups, Inc. has access to a wide range of solid waste equipment; this includes railroad equipment, railcars, intermodal containers, container handling equipment, trailer tippers, refuse trailers and scales. All of our equipment is available for leasing or outright purchase.

PLUS: Operational Performance Assessments • Waste Shed Studies • Alternative Fuels Studies • Fleet Management and Transportation Consulting Services

ALTERNATIVE FUELS $299 PER COPY!
VISIT OUR WEBSITE’S “ALTERNATIVE FUELS” TO SECURE A COPY OR A PREVIEW OF THE CONTENTS

www.wihrg.com | (480) 241-9994 | admin@wihrg.com

Mark Your Calendar

OCTOBER 2012

23 – 24: Northeast Recycling Council Fall Conference
Hotel Northampton
Northampton, MA
www.nerc.org

24 – 26: Coast Waste Management Association 2012 Annual Conference: EPR – The (R)Evolution Continues
Fairmont Express
Victoria, BC
www.cwma.bc.ca/events/2012/conference/default.htm

29 – 31: 12th Annual Conference on Renewable Energy from Organics Recycling
Marriott St. Louis Union Station
St. Louis, MO
www.biocycle.net/conferences/renewable-energy-2012

29 – 31: Advanced Biofuels Markets: The Race for Scale
Parc 55 Hotel
San Francisco, CA
www.advancedbiofuelsmarkets.com

NOVEMBER 2012

12 – 13: Food Waste Reduction Conference
Hilton University Palace
Charlotte, NC
http://cra-recycle.org/foodwasteconference

14 – 15: 15th Annual Canadian Waste & Recycling Expo
International Centre
Toronto, ON
www.cwre.ca

15: AMERICA RECYCLES DAY

27 – 29: National Advanced Biofuels Conference & Expo
Hilton Americas – Houston
Houston, TX
www.biofuelsconference.com

28 – 29: Waste Conversion Congress West Coast
Renaissance Hotel
Long Beach, CA
www.renewable-waste.com/waste- conversion-west

DECEMBER 2012

11 – 13: Renewable Energy World Conference & Expo North America
Orlando Convention Center
Orlando, FL
www.renewableenergyworld-events.com/index.html

JANUARY 2013

23 – 24: Kuwait Waste Management Conference & Exhibition
Radisson Blu Hotel
Kuwait City, Kuwait
www.promedialkw.com/2013/waste

27 – 30: Managing Recycling Systems Training/Exam
Florida Hotel and Conference Center
Orlando, FL
www.swanafl.org

28 – 31: U.S. Composting Council Annual Conference & Trade Show
Buena Vista Palace Hotel and Spa
Lake Buena Vista-Orlando, FL
www.compostingcouncil.org/conference
Stop Leaving Money at the Curb

"The truck with a Power-On-Demand system accomplished the same amount of work with less fuel and in less time. It saved us four gallons per day with the same driver and the same routes."
—Dennis Pratt, fleet manager, City of Fayetteville

Eaton Power-On-Demand

Lifting and compaction systems with fixed displacement pumps and open center valves run constantly, even between work cycles. Eaton Power-On-Demand systems use variable displacement systems that sense required flow and pressure, operating only when needed. This results in significant energy savings now—and more savings as fuel prices rise.


www.eaton.com/refuse

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION!
Fall Prevention Campaign Spreads the Word

Since launching the Preventing Falls in Construction campaign in April, OSHA's Regional and Area Offices have been getting the message of “Safety Pays, Falls Cost” out to tens of thousands of employers, workers and other stakeholders. Across the country, OSHA's Free Onsite Consultation Program and compliance assistance specialists have conducted more than one thousand workshops, presentations, site visits, and radio and TV interviews. OSHA's specialists have participated in phone banks, staffed information booths at community events, visited with foreign consulates, distributed educational materials and conducted many other outreach activities to explain that falls can be prevented when employers follow a three-step process—Plan, Provide and Train. OSHA also has numerous educational resources available in multiple languages, including stickers, wallet cards, fact sheets and posters.

For more information or to order any of OSHA's outreach materials, call (202) 693-1999 or www.osha.gov.

EPA Requests Proposals for $216,000 Environmental Education Grant

Through November 21, 2012, EPA Region 4 will accept proposals from eligible schools and entities for a $216,000 environmental education grant to develop new programs promoting environmental stewardship across the Southeast. The Environmental Education Regional Grants Program is a competitive program that supports EPA's efforts to increase public awareness and knowledge about environmental issues. The total estimated funding for this opportunity is approximately $2,160,000 nationwide. EPA expects to award 10 grants nationally—one per region—with each individual award totaling no more than $216,000. Applications can be submitted electronically via www.grants.gov by November 21, 11:59 pm Eastern Standard Time. Alternately, applications may be postmarked by November 21 or hand delivered by the end of the business day to the EPA Southeast Regional Office. Proposals received after the due date will not be considered.

Environmental education grants provide funding to local education agencies, state education and environmental agencies; colleges and universities; not-for-profit organizations; and non-commercial broadcasting entities. Tribal education agencies controlled by an Indian tribe, band or nation, including schools and community colleges, may also apply.

For more information, contact Kathy Armstrong at (404) 562-8225, via e-mail at armstrong.kathy@epa.gov or visit www.epa.gov/enviroed/grants.html.

AQMD Approves Measure to Significantly Reduce Emissions from Biogas-Powered Engines Across the Southland

The South Coast AQMD approved a measure that will reduce emissions from the 55 large biogas-powered engines operating across the Southland that produce power from landfill and wastewater gases. “These are some of the dirtiest engines operating in our region,” said William A. Burke, Ed.D., AQMD's Governing Board Chairman. “While they are small in number, they produce hundreds of tons of air pollution annually. The good news is that we have set a path going forward that will significantly reduce their emissions.”

The action adopts revisions to AQMD's Rule 1110.2 – Emissions from Gaseous- and Liquid-Fueled Engines to extend the compliance deadline from July 1, 2012 to January 1, 2016 for biogas-fueled engines to meet lower emission limits. This action follows a lengthy technology assessment required by the rule to address availability, feasibility, cost-effectiveness, compliance and global warming gas impacts of biogas-fueled engine control technologies. Of the 55 biogas engines operating in the Southland, 27 are wastewater digester gas-fueled and 28 are landfill gas-fueled. These engines are operated by 13 independent operators at 22 locations. This action will help the region meet federal health-based standards for particulate matter (PM2.5) and ozone by reducing 334 tons per year of NOx emissions, 178 tons per year of VOC emissions and 7,302 tons per year of CO emissions.

AQMD will continue to work collaboratively with stakeholders and interested parties on continuing biogas-fueled engine demonstration projects and report back periodically to AQMD’s Stationary Source Committee.

For more information, visit www.aqmd.gov.
On the job you need performance, not excuses. So we’ve worked hard to be there with what you need, when you need it: count on our direct-to-you parts and service network, and a complete line of parts and services for ALL makes and models. We’re driven to keep your down time down and your fleet in peak performance. In short, we’ve got you covered.

1-888-686-7278  www.streetsmartparts.com
With a mission to reposition waste as a strategic community resource, ReCommunity has become the largest pure-play recycling company in the U.S. — and plans to keep on growing.

ReCommunity (Rutland, VT) was created in 2011 when Intersection Partners and a group of investors acquired parts of the recycling assets of FCR, Inc, which was a subsidiary of Casella Waste Systems, Inc. They renamed the company ReCommunity to highlight their mission of leading the "Recovery Revolution®" and to reflect their community-centric values. With the acquisition of Hudson Baylor earlier this year, ReCommunity became the largest pure-play recycling company in the U.S., with 36 facilities in 13 states, and more than 1,500 employees. Pure-play means they don’t own landfills or trucks. The company is unique in the fact that they are singularly focused on maximizing recovery and recycling for partner communities. At ReCommunity, recycling is more than processing and marketing tons of aluminum cans, plastic bottles and paper. They believe in the restorative power of recycling and what it can do to build jobs, to build revenue and to build a future for communities. Committed to this powerful idea, ReCommunity pursues continuous innovation and a vision of zero waste. This community-centric vision demands a special brand of imagination, enterprise, courage and confidence to dramatically reduce the volume of landfilled waste.

ReCommunity’s mission is to reposition waste as a strategic community resource, instead of a growing liability. In 2011, they recovered, processed and marketed nearly 2 million tons of recyclables, enabling community partners to generate additional revenue, recover community-owned resources, create new jobs, fund budget shortfalls and reduce their carbon footprint (see Figure 1, page 16).

Because all of ReCommunity’s employees are committed to “Leading the Recovery Revolution®”, the company culture is truly a family. They all work very closely together and are all passionate about their mission of diverting as much as possible from landfills into the recycling stream. Most employees have long tenures with the company, which shows how committed the entire team is to the company mission.

No Signs of Backing Down

ReCommunity works each day to extend their services and partnerships with additional forward-thinking communities. Says Jeff Fielkow, ReCommunity’s executive vice president of revenue and growth, “We know first-hand there is economic-social-environmental power in recovering and transforming
Construction worksites are a wilderness of hazardous terrain, rough conditions and heavy hauls – the perfect setting for Dragon’s Ranco trailers. Ranco units are known for their strength and durability, so it’s only natural that they are now a part of Dragon. Everything we make is severe-duty engineered to perform through the harshest conditions, day after day. Plus with our trailers, above-standard features come standard, such as all four wheels remaining on the ground while dumping and truss design draft arms on end dumps, larger hoppers and pin-setting equalizers on bottom dumps that increase productivity. Backed by the strength and stability of Dragon, a family-owned company that builds its products right here in the U.S. You get high integrity, high availability and high-speed delivery, so you can minimize downtime. And you get Dragon’s team of experts backing your business. Dump trailers that keep working, so you can too.

Make it happen.

1-877-231-8198

www.dragonproductsLtd.com
ReCommunity: Rethinking Conventional Recycling

:: NORTHEAST REGION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>County</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hartford</td>
<td>Hartford, CT</td>
<td>Hartford</td>
<td>CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutmeg</td>
<td>South Winds., CT</td>
<td>Hartford</td>
<td>CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridgefield</td>
<td>Ridgefield, CT</td>
<td>Greenwich</td>
<td>CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon*</td>
<td>Beacon, NY</td>
<td>Dutchess</td>
<td>NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brookhaven</td>
<td>Brookhaven, NY</td>
<td>Suffolk</td>
<td>NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutchess</td>
<td>Poughkeepsie, NY</td>
<td>Dutchess</td>
<td>NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBC 240</td>
<td>Newburgh, NY</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newburgh</td>
<td>Newburgh, NY</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockland</td>
<td>Hillburn, NY</td>
<td>Rockland</td>
<td>NY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

:: MID-ATLANTIC REGION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>County</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSWA</td>
<td>New Castle, DE</td>
<td>New Castle</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACUA</td>
<td>Egg Harbor, NJ</td>
<td>Atlantic County</td>
<td>NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>Camden, NJ</td>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape May</td>
<td>Woodbine, NJ</td>
<td>Cape May</td>
<td>NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris</td>
<td>Mine Hill, NJ</td>
<td>Morris</td>
<td>NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montgomeryville</td>
<td>North Wales, PA</td>
<td>Montgomery</td>
<td>PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>Philadelphia, PA</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Dublin</td>
<td>Willow Grove, PA</td>
<td>Montgomery</td>
<td>PA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

:: SOUTHEAST REGION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>County</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarasota</td>
<td>Sarasota, FL</td>
<td>Sarasota</td>
<td>FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee County</td>
<td>Fort Myers, FL</td>
<td>Lee</td>
<td>FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Palm</td>
<td>West Palm Beach, FL</td>
<td>Palm Beach</td>
<td>FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athens-Clarke</td>
<td>Athens, GA</td>
<td>Clarke</td>
<td>GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greensboro</td>
<td>Greensboro, NC</td>
<td>Guilford</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mecklenburg</td>
<td>Charlotte, NC</td>
<td>Mecklenburg</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memphis</td>
<td>Memphis, TN</td>
<td>Shelby</td>
<td>TN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

:: MIDWEST REGION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>County</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ann Arbor</td>
<td>Ann Arbor, MI</td>
<td>Washtenaw</td>
<td>MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>Southfield, MI</td>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huron</td>
<td>New Boston, MI</td>
<td>Wayne</td>
<td>MI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: A sample of the communities that ReCommunity has partnered with. ReCommunity has 36 facilities in 13 states and more than 1,500 employees.

materials from what was once called the waste stream. However, regardless of economic conditions, we have a proven record of outperforming competitors and market indices in commanding superior pricing for commodities.” In fact, ReCommunity even successfully honored the terms of all their contracts and serviced all of their customers through the worst of the market crashes. “We have never failed to accept, process or market recyclable materials—even during the most trying economic times. Our proven reliability and performance is the result of our bringing a host of patented technologies and processes together to transform the way communities transform their waste into value,” Fielkow says. “Regardless of economic trends, success is all about quality. Certainly quality increases in importance when pricing drops. But finding the highest and best use of the material also works to raise the floor price of commodities. We use hedging tools to reduce risk to our portfolio. This is something we offer our customers to reduce their risk as well.”

ReCommunity’s process for new opportunities focuses on identifying forward-thinking communities seeking to create the ideal recycling program. Then they go about building a relationship based on a shared commitment to revolutionary waste reduction through optimal equipment technology, evolutionary education programs and profitable marketing strategies. These areas are a few of many for which we become true partners with a municipality, fully investing in the success of the program.

The Recovery Revolution

Fielkow goes on to stress that ReCommunity aims to lead a Recovery Revolution and the biggest challenge is gaining momentum for an entirely new way of thinking. In this case, how people think about waste. In doing so, Fielkow points out that changing how people think about waste is a challenge that requires
tremendous amounts of education, proven performance and unrelenting dedication to innovation. “Since the beginning of the 20th century, our country has thrived within an industrial-economic model that’s allowed us to modernize. While this has helped us thrive with groundbreaking technological advances, the byproduct of that model has been a cumbersome and rapidly expanding waste stream. As we approach a global population of 9 billion people, we find ourselves in a world of constrained commodities, reduced traditional energy reserves, overflowing landfills and shifting options. Every year, communities across America throw away millions of tons of aluminum, plastics, paper and other valuable resources that can be recycled or reused, turned into new products or made into green fuel. Up to 90 percent of trash goes into landfills, where it threatens our air, land and water without growing our economy. The first step in changing this trajectory is changing our perspective. This is the very reason for the ReCommunity Recovery Revolution.”

Part of ReCommunity’s mission is to educate their communities about the benefits and facts of recycling. Part of the educational process is to provide facility tours and a recycling education center for community members. Taking into consideration that school funding may make field trips to recycling facilities increasingly challenging, ReCommunity has begun to create a virtual educational platform on their Web site (www.recommunity.com/education). The goal is to create a suite of interactive tools and videos for schools and organizations to learn more about the company’s recycling facilities and the recycling process in general. Fielkow says, “This provides the experience and education one would receive when visiting a ReCommunity recycling facility.”
Looking Ahead

Striving to be the largest, most complete resource recovery operation in the nation, ReCommunity wants to have the best solutions that are continuously improved and tailored in the most productive fashion for community partners. “We are always rethinking conventional recycling and our role in building more vibrant American communities in the process,” says Fielkow. “On our visionary pathway to zero waste, there are a host of efforts, investments and commitments to innovation and technology, including: conversion of dual stream recycling into single-stream technology, innovative new recycling bins, new ways to secure active recycling behavior at home, at work and in our schools, as well as green transformational energy technologies that convert unrecycled commodities within the waste stream into environmentally-friendly energy feedstocks.”

For more information about ReCommunity, or to learn more about what happens inside a recycling facility, visit www.ReCommunity.com.
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Choosing the Right Trailer for Your Needs

Trailers

Whether you are hauling wet waste or dry waste, scrap metal or construction debris, short hauls or long hauls, standard loads or over permitted loads, BE SURE TO TAKE THE RIGHT STEPS TO EVALUATE THE BEST TRAILER TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS.

Choosing the Right Trailer for Your Needs

Jim Reeves

In today's changing market there are many options for haulers to accomplish their goals. One of these options is to use roll-off trailers instead of roll-off trucks. There are many models of roll-off trailers, from a very short 25' 11" to 48' long to help customers attack different markets and minimize their capital expenditures.

Short Roll-Off Trailers

The most popular of roll-off models is a short roll-off trailer that only measures 25' 11" long. They are popular because they are short, maneuverable and a reasonable, cost-effective alternative to a roll-off truck. When hooked to a tractor it is only about a foot longer than a standard roll-off truck tip to tip. This allows the trailer to be more maneuverable than a roll-off truck because the tractor-trailer pivots. For those in need of fitting in tight spaces, a shorter roll-off trailer is a better option because it can carry more weight than a truck and can still get into the limited space required. Shorter roll-off trailers usually sell for a fraction of the price of a new roll-off truck and in today's competitive market, spending less and being more productive is key for all businesses.

Longer Trailers

For those who need to maximize payload and do not have a space issue, a 40' long trailer is a great option since it is capable of carrying up to 38' long containers as well as the standard 22' containers. A 40' long trailer usually can payload more than 40,000lbs and these tandem axle trailers can be designed with a full frame for stability, maximizing payload while still operating at the 80,000 GVW (Gross Vehicle Weight) maximum legal limit.

Oversize Trailers

Certain applications, such as scrap metal markets (up to 144,000lbs) or off-road applications require haulers to pick up enormous amounts of weight and permit their trailers to haul over the legal limit or run off-road. Conventional oversize trailers are built heavy and can haul more than 50 tons. These types of trailers are offered from 29' in length to 47' in length with two to eight axles. So, depending on container size and the State you operate in, make sure you design a trailer to suit your needs. In some states like Michigan and New York these trailers can be permitted up to 144,000lb and 102,000lb GVW respectively with the correct axle configuration.

For oversize containers or those applications where a lower center of gravity is key drop deck trailers are a good option to consider. These trailers range from 32' in length to 45'. Because they are lower to the ground than standard trailers or trucks drop deck trailers allow haulers to carry taller containers that would not be legal on a
standard unit. These trailers also can be rated up to 80,000lb GVW depending on the length and axle configuration to allow haulers to maximize their payload.

Pup Trailers

Pup trailers can hook to the back of a roll-off truck and carry one or two containers at once. Although they are more for local accounts, you can cut down mileage on your trip by picking up two containers at one location.

Hauling Sludge or Hazardous Materials

When the application is hauling specialty waste such as sludge or hazardous materials, there are limited dumping facilities that take this material. In some cases, haulers may have to travel cross country to dispose of this waste. A 48’ long two box trailer is capable of carrying two containers up to 24’ long or a single container 24’ long if the material is very heavy. It is especially effective when hauling waste great distances because, for example, when you are hauling hazardous or specialty waste (sludge, contaminated dirt, etc.), there are only a certain number of landfills in the country that accept that type of material. This type of trailer is an 80,000lb GVW that can payload up to 40,000lbs depending on the container and tractor weight.

Designing Your Own Trailers

When evaluating what type of trailer you would like to invest in, be sure to consider the size and dimensions of container—how big is the container you are going to be hauling? Another factor is looking at how much weight you will be hauling—will the material be scrap metal, dirt, sludge, C&D, liquids or something else? Finally, factor in the distance you will be hauling the material—is it local or do you need to travel to another county or city?

Whether you are hauling wet waste or dry waste, scrap metal or construction debris, short hauls or long hauls, standard loads or over permitted loads, be sure to take the right steps to evaluate the best trailer to suit your needs. 

Jim Reeves is the marketing manager for BENLEE (Romulus, MI). He graduated from Clemson University in 1995 with a degree in Business Management and has been in the Waste and Recycling industries since 1996. He can be reached at (734) 476-4402, via e-mail at jim.reeves@benlee.com or visit www.benlee.com.
SELECTING THE RIGHT POWER TAKE-OFF (PTO) IS THE first step in creating a robust application solution. A power take-off is a gearbox attached to the transmission, which transfers power from the engine to a hydraulic pump or auxiliary components. There are a few particular details one needs to know and apply to make the most of a PTO investment. First, what is the vehicle you are up-fitting? What kind of work will you need to perform and how often is the job done (duty cycle)? Will the PTO fit the vehicle without frame or exhaust system modifications? Finally, will the PTO interface electrically, hydraulically and/or pneumatically with the vehicle? Selecting the right power take-off requires meeting the speed, torque and horsepower requirements of the application. Given that, there are a few pitfalls you should avoid in order to ensure you get the most out of your PTO.

This article is the first in a four-part series designed to help end users, OEMs, installers and up-fitters pick, set up, troubleshoot and maintain vocational vehicles with mobile power units and auxiliary equipment. They will cover the important, and sometimes forgotten, topics needed to get the most out of their PTO.

Left: The GBFR allows for the mounting of driveshaft driven components on Ford SuperDuty 4x4 chassis. It is designed to clear the forward drive shaft and allow the PTO driveline to clear the transfer case.

Right: The FA6B Series PTO allows for mounting on a narrow frame chassis. The FA6B is designed to mount on the left side opening of the transmission. Images courtesy of Muncie Power Products.
Fact: Bridgestone casings are #1 when it comes to retreadability. BASys data from over two million casings prove that Bridgestone had the lowest percentage of tires that could not be retreaded due to conditions related to casing construction. Lower than Michelin or Goodyear. And confirming what many have long suspected: A Bridgestone tire investment is a smarter tire investment. Get the facts at retreadinstead.com.
Engine
A refuse vehicle is a large investment. You weighed many of the factors in choosing it: gas vs. diesel, automatic vs. manual transmission and chassis make, etc. You need to select a PTO that works best for the vehicle. One basic consideration is: Is the refuse truck gas or diesel powered? This can be a big deal. Of high importance are the engine “signature” and its affect on the PTO’s noise and torsional vibration. Gas engines typically run smoother and can provide for a quieter operation. Diesels usually provide more low speed torque capability. There are numerous locations to mount a PTO. For example, front engine mount, rear mount and side mount. For this, let’s assume side mount is the best choice. Determine the location of the transmission’s PTO aperture so that the PTO is oriented correctly. There are wiring considerations as well as exhaust routing to negotiate. Keep wires away from hot spots, like exhaust pipes, to reduce the likelihood of shorts.

Transmission
Whether you choose an automatic or manual, it is important in PTO selection to determine the transmission make and model number as well as which PTO aperture is used. Most often, manual transmission PTOs use a “dog clutch” set up. This is where the drive gear freely rotates until a ring gear manually mates the transmission rotation to the PTO gear set.
There is also an option to incorporate an electrically actuated version for manual transmissions. These "hot shifts", as they have been called, allow for manual transmissions to rotate the mesh gears with minimal noise and wear through the use of an electromechanical solenoid. Automatic transmissions typically incorporate clutch shift PTOs. These allow for PTO gear engagement while the transmission gear is rotating. This makes it possible to engage and disengage the PTO output shaft without bringing the vehicle to a complete stop, which is required with a manual transmission unless the electronic shift. Gears in clutch and electric shift PTOs typically show less wear over time as compared to other designs. That may affect maintenance cost in the long run.

**Size and Weight**

While the physical size of the PTO is not the primary concern, one does have to pay attention to size and weight. Mounting space is at a premium and it is important that the PTO and hydraulic pump (if so equipped) fit within the available envelope space. The final location of the auxiliary equipment can be a driving factor when selecting a PTO. Many refuse vehicles use extended shafts between PTOs and pumps. This configuration allows for larger pumps where they could not fit before.

**Duty Cycle**

Now that we have a solid understanding of the vehicle, we can now begin planning for the work it performs (duty cycle). Is it a single function or are there multiple tasks to consider? Knowing the type of work is important, as this defines the duty cycle. PTO duty cycles are classified as intermittent or continuous. Think of it this way: if the PTO is to run for more than five minutes out of a 15-minute period, it is continuous duty. Intermittent duty cycles are those, which last for less than five minutes at a time a few times a day. It is fair to say refuse vehicles are continuous duty applications. The PTO’s torque and horsepower ratings are reduced for continuous duty applications. If this is miscalculated, the life of the PTO will be much less than expected.

Selecting a PTO is all about finding a way to get the required work done. Work in this example is force times distance. Speed is rotations per minute (RPM) and power is the rate of doing work, horsepower (HP). When selecting a PTO for a particular task it is important to consider the application. What will the PTO drive? How fast will it need to rotate? What is the torque requirement? These questions are functions of speed, torque and power. A PTO’s speed
Deciding on the Right Power Take-Off

is often stated in terms of a percentage of engine speed. A PTO’s horsepower is directly proportional to the output shaft RPM. This means that the faster it turns, the more horsepower is produced. However, it is also important to realize that a PTO’s torque rating is constant no matter how fast it is turning. Torque is the limiting factor. If torque loads are too large for too long, the PTO can be damaged.

Rotation and Installation

The direction of rotation can also be an important consideration. PTOs rotate either the same as the engine crankshaft rotation (abbreviated as CRNK), or opposite the crankshaft rotation (abbreviated as OPP). Typically a good rule of thumb is that PTOs mounted on automatic transmissions provide a CRNK rotation and those on manuals provide an OPP rotation. If in doubt, use a manufacturer’s Web site to select the PTO. It is easy to navigate and investigate options.

Correctly installing the PTO on the refuse truck is key to durability and performance. When selecting a PTO, it is important to know the vehicle and chassis. It is not recommended to make modifications to vehicle components without first consulting the manufacturer. This could void warranties and create possible safety concerns. Speak to application engineers to resolve any questions and they will help you select the right PTO and accessories for the job.

Replacement

The last issue to think about is what not to do when you are selecting a PTO. If you are replacing an existing PTO, the simple method is to replace it with the exact model. However, be careful. There is a reason you are replacing it. Make sure you follow the earlier steps to ensure you are getting the best PTO for the job. Make sure pump size and flow rates have not increased over time. Make sure torques have not increased. A reputable manufacturer can help you walk through these steps. Don’t make a purchase based on price alone. There are non-standard parts and replacement units that look the same, but do not offer the performance and overall level of service of a leading manufacturer. Time is money and getting the job completed is vital. Don’t buy a PTO on price alone or because a particular model is readily available. Don’t sacrifice reliability, durability and performance for convenience. Select the right PTO for your refuse vehicle even if it takes a little extra time. You will save money in the long run and have peace of mind knowing you made the right decision.

Selecting a PTO, or any other mobile power system component requires study, planning and some expertise. There are typically many good selections, a few really good choices and then there is the optimum selection. Be sure to contact your local distributor or call the manufacturer directly to help you through the selection process. Incorporating the above concepts and thinking through the entire application can specify the best PTO for your refuse needs. Part two of this series will discuss critical features to consider during the installation phase.

Mikel Janitz is the Manager of Engineering for Muncie Power Products (Muncie, IN), a global leader in power take-offs and a worldwide organization dedicated to solving the vocational industry’s mobile power issues. Mikel graduated from Oklahoma State University with a BS and MS in Engineering and Engineering Management. He can be reached at mjanitz@munciepower.com or visit www.munciepower.com.
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Waste Conversion

Marketing and Implementing Emerging Waste Conversion Technologies: The Local Effect
Teno A. West, Esq.

The search for clean, affordable alternatives for waste disposal has presented an opportunity for emerging waste conversion technologies to make a breakthrough in the U.S. market. Partnerships between private companies and local governments may very well hold the key to success.

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT IN THE U.S. HAS ALWAYS been a uniquely local endeavor. Typically, landfilling has provided the most efficient and least expensive option for solid waste management by local governments. Recently, there has been an increasing demand for clean, affordable alternatives to landfilling and other traditional forms of waste disposal. Throughout the world, mainly in Europe and Japan, emerging waste conversion technologies have found success marketing and implementing their technologies. In the U.S., unique challenges have led to a relatively slow growth in the successful development of emerging waste conversion technology projects. These unique challenges include navigating the nuanced permitting and environmental review processes, garnering local project acceptance, combating environmental opposition, solving waste aggregation problems and other considerations.

One factor bearing heavily on the success of a project is the acceptance of the project by the affected local community and government. Just as solid waste management is a local responsibility, so too, is the task of handling—in all aspects practical, political, economic, etc.—the issues presented by the various solid waste management tools available, including waste conversion technology. Garnering support from, and partnering with, a local government provides invaluable, if not necessary, aid to a company as it attempts to navigate the permitting and procurement requirements at the local and state levels, deliver the proper message necessary for the development of local acceptance, and aggregate the appropriate and sufficient feedstock of waste necessary to the success of the project. This article will address some of the issues facing companies attempting to implement waste conversion technologies throughout the U.S. with a special emphasis on the positive impact of a local government partnership.

Zoning, Permitting and Environmental Review

Once the proper locality is chosen as a fit for a particular conversion technology, the need to develop local backing and support for the project is necessary. The zoning and planning processes, including permitting and licensing, is intimately local. Regulations governing these processes vary greatly from municipality to municipality and decision-making rests almost exclusively with the state and/or local government. While it is true that a private company has the right and the ability to seek permits, licenses and zoning approvals without local support for the project, as a practical matter, if the local government is generally unsupportive, the project faces almost certain death.

Waste conversion projects, even when backed by local community leaders and government, can take a long time to wind through the legal maze of zoning, permitting, procurement and environmental review. If the local community leaders and government, for whatever reason, do not support the project, then regardless of the scientific and/or empirical reasons supporting the implementation of the proposed technology in that municipality, the process may simply stall during the permitting, zoning, etc. processes. On the other hand, with local community...
and governmental support for the project, the approval process likely will not stall (and may even be “fast-tracked”) and the project will stand a much stronger chance of implementation and success. Therefore, partnership with the local government within the zoning and permitting area is key to project success.

Environmental Opposition And Developing Local Acceptance

Environmental group opposition to waste conversion technology is extremely potent in the U.S. Given the general distrust of waste-to-energy (and, by extension, waste conversion) technologies prevalent throughout the U.S., the NIMBY (“not in my backyard”) phenomenon is ever-present in municipalities, and local residents are easily persuaded to join the cause of environmental groups against waste conversion once it is proposed in their community. Combating this phenomenon is difficult and total local acceptance is almost always impossible. However, partnership with a local government maximizes the potential for local acceptance of a proposed project in a number of ways, despite the NIMBY phenomenon.

Before a partnership is pursued, a concerted effort must be undertaken to determine the appropriate size of the project to be constructed. Recycling and zero-waste policies are, at least ostensibly, the dominant solid waste goals in most municipalities. Waste conversion is viewed by many as an enemy to these policies because it is thought that once such a facility is built, waste production becomes incentivized (and recycling dis-incentivized) in an effort to “feed the beast.” This view can be minimized, by making a concerted effort to appropriately size the proposed project to the community’s waste needs. Smaller facilities cost less, produce less emissions and process less waste, thus helping to undercut the common environmentalist argument that such waste conversion technology will incentivize waste production and dis-incentivize recycling. While economic feasibility will play a large role in determining the appropriate size of a proposed project, it behooves the private company to assess the waste needs of the community and, in terms of size, narrowly tailor its proposed facility to those needs. Despite the “zero-waste” moniker, it is undisputed that not all waste can be recycled and some amount of waste will always need to be disposed. Thus, if the proposed project is thoughtfully sized according to the subject community’s waste disposal needs, taking into account their recycling goals as well, it can be marketed as a friend—not a foe—to recycling and zero-waste. Indeed, some studies suggest that waste conversion technology actually fosters increased recycling—that phenomenon must be emphasized and supported. For example, conversion technologies operate more efficiently with homogenous feedstocks, and thus require pre-sorting of feedstock material, which increases recycling.

Once proper sizing is accounted for, the company must establish a local presence and must educate the local community and its leaders with respect to the benefits of the proposed project. To this end, partnership with a local government sends a unified and consistent message about the benefits of waste conversion technologies to the local community. While a private company might attempt to get its message out regarding the environmental benefits of a proposed waste conversion project and the significant cost savings that such technology might provide, the message of community benefit becomes much more credible when it resounds though a partnership formed with the local community leaders and the people’s local representatives.
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Availability Of Appropriate Feedstock

Undoubtedly, one consideration that companies must address is the availability of appropriate and sufficient feedstock for their proposed technology. The feedstock, which may include municipal solid waste, food waste and biomass, among others, is the material that fuels the waste conversion process and will vary depending on the material being disposed of and the particular type of technology that is used. Without this, the technology will be unable to fulfill its purpose—turning trash into energy in an environmentally sound manner. Partnership with the local government can provide the necessary means to ensure such feedstock.

Construction of waste conversion facilities is expensive and the project developer will be expecting that the money saved by not landfilling waste, and the money earned by selling electricity, will not only pay for the facility but also bear a profit at some point. Without an appropriate feedstock, this goal is unattainable. Complicating the matter, however, is that many private waste management companies that are contracted to haul municipal waste also own landfills and are able to landfill the waste at inexpensive costs. Therefore, these companies often have little incentive to bring the waste to a waste conversion facility. If there is no mechanism—for diverting that waste to its waste conversion facility, the project will fail.

The concept of MSW diversion to certain designated areas by law or contract is known informally as “flow control” and is an extremely useful tool for aggregating waste as a feedstock for waste conversion facilities. If the municipality can dictate where its trash goes, it can appropriately feed its waste conversion facility, create inexpensive energy, and cleanly dispose of its non-recyclable trash without threatening recycling and “zero-waste” efforts. Thus, partnership with local government can have a significant impact regarding waste aggregation. If the local community leaders believe in and support the waste conversion technology project, there is more incentive to implement some form of flow control to help achieve project success. And, through a partnership with local government, the company will have potential access to a guaranteed tonnage of waste, which will position the project for success and, ultimately, benefit both the company and the local community.

An Emerging Opportunity

The search for clean, affordable alternatives to landfilling and other traditional forms of waste disposal has presented an opportunity for emerging waste conversion technologies to make a breakthrough in the U.S. market. Partnerships between private companies and local governments may very well hold the key to success.
Rail Freight Traffic: A Leading Economic Indicator

Darell Luther

Emerging market opportunities are important to the recoupment of the railroads traffic base. **Waste, scrap and related commodities are a small part of the overall rail traffic base but are seen as growth areas to railroads.**

**Waste-By-Rail**

**Rail Freight Traffic: A Leading Economic Indicator**

Darell Luther

IT’S OFTEN QUOTED IN THE ECONOMIC SECTORS that rail freight traffic is a leading indicator of future economic health of our country. The rail freight traffic indicator most closely watched is weekly originated rail carload traffic trends of major U.S. railroads. Weekly originated carloads are tracked in 19 commodity groups and one **Other category** (see Figure 1, page 34). These originated rail carloads are the originated shipments categorized in each commodity group that are moved via rail in the U.S., a count, if you will, of new commodity movement by rail.

Waste & Nonferrous Scrap and Iron & Steel Scrap play a small yet important role in the rail freight indicator world. It’s telling as a downstream indicator in the basket of originated rail carload indicators that if these commodities are doing well the economy has stabilized and economic recovery tends to be more imminent.

Overall, there were 9,597,499 rail carloads originated in the cumulative 34 weeks ending August 25, 2012 and Waste & Nonferrous Scrap and Iron & Steel Scrap comprised 259,488 of the rail carloads or 2.7 percent of the total originated rail carloads. This may seem like a small piece of the overall pie, but according to economist and Bloomberg Brief contributor, Michael McDonough, there is an 82.4 percent correlation between the U.S. gross domestic product and waste and scrap originated rail carload shipments. This is the highest correlation of any commodity group depicting a reliable prediction of the country’s future economic health.

Waste & Nonferrous Scrap reflects a decrease of 3.7 percent in originated rail carloads from the cumulative 34 weeks ending August 25, 2012 compared to the same timeframe ending 2011, which reflected 108,290 railcar loads and in 2012 reflected 104,238 railcar loads.

Iron & Steel Scrap reflect a decrease of 4.2 percent in originated rail carloads from the cumulative 34 weeks ending August 25, 2012 compared to the same timeframe in 2011, which reflected 162,088 railcar loads and in 2012 reflected 155,250 railcar loads.

**The Commodity Basket**

Looking back at the cumulative 34 weeks ending August 25, 2012 (www.aar.org), freight carloads originated are at 9,597,499—down 2.4 percent, or 234,063 carloads, from the same time period in 2011. The losses are led by coal at minus 402,237 originated carloads and in second place is grain at minus 75,764 originated carloads. It is not surprising that the leader in the gain side of the equation is petroleum products at minus 94,562 originated carloads followed closely by motor vehicles and equipment at plus 89,427 originated carloads. The third place gainer is crushed stone, sand and gravel with plus 39,553 carloads.

**Upside Indicators**

**Basic Industries**

On the growth side, one will see the petroleum industry is driving growth in crude oil shipments and considering the time, cost and political agenda that it takes to get a pipeline in place will continue to do so for the foreseeable future. Notwithstanding originated rail carloads, a pipeline may cause some downside if we don’t increase refining capacity by simply moving supply closer to a chokepoint. This industry is also partially supporting growth in stone, sand and gravel shipments in the developments of infrastructure for drilling and accommodations for workers.

**Consumer Confidence**

Outside of basic industries it’s somewhat surprising to see motor vehicle growth up so significantly. This tells me that there was either pent up demand that was held back during the early recession of 2009 – 2010 or we’re gaining consumer confidence. I’m hoping it’s the
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latter but we’ll see if the numbers continue to be supported. Lumber and wood product shipments are up 11,911 railcar loads and are a reflection of a solid upswing in housing starts. This upswing should transfer through to slight increases in the waste management business as well as housing starts reflected in June 2012 are at 760,000, up from 711,000 from the same time last year and the highest since 2008. This should translate into a better waste stream at some point in the future.

**Downside Indicators**

**Weather**

We have some 40 states in drought condition in the U.S. That has a major effect on the small grains and whole grain supply. The number one feed grain is corn in this country and although it isn’t harvested yet, it is projected to be significantly less than projected in January of this year. It may end up at a record low harvest. The largest impact corn has is the price of foodstuffs and protein feeding. In addition, it may have an effect on gas prices as when distilled into an ethanol additive. There’s nothing we can do about weather but deal with it the best we can in our individual situations.

**Competing Products and Politics**

Coal originations are off some 400,000 railcar loads. Coal accounts for the single most carloads of any commodity transported by rail. It pays for the infrastructure of the rail systems in this country. Coal is being affected...
by natural gas prices being low and projected to remain so for the near future. However, if left to normal capitalistic pricing, coal and natural gas will eventually find a price and supply equilibrium that is beneficial to the consumer. Coal is also being negatively affected by political agendas and special interest groups as well.

So what do all these indicators have to do with the waste-by-rail options for waste and scrap materials? On the plus side, as basic industries gain traction and consumer confidence ticks upward, we move into different weather patterns, and as energy policies and politics shake out we, as general consumers and producers of goods and services, generate more waste and scrap materials. This theoretically creates more demand for transportation options. At this time if the correlation between waste and scrap material rail carload originations and the gross domestic product hold, we see a slight wavering of economic stability and economic recovery. However, it’s a perfect time to negotiate logistics options as capacity is available in many sectors.

**Explore Rail Options**
Emerging market opportunities are important to the recoupment of the railroads traffic base. Waste, scrap and related commodities are a small part of the overall rail traffic base but are seen as growth areas to railroads, particularly at times like these when there are high fixed cost assets (rail and track infrastructure) not being fully used.

In the September edition of *Waste Advantage Magazine*, we wrote on “Using Rail to Transport Waste: Quantifying the Economics”. In that article we espoused quantify your rail economics by putting together the pieces (origin, rail, unload) of the jigsaw puzzle. Judging by the rail traffic carload originations, it appears that the railroads could use the business and should be somewhat amenable to discuss opportunities with new customers or customers bringing on new business.

**Darell Luther** is president of Forsyth, MT-based Tealinc Ltd., a rail transportation solutions and railcar leasing company. Darell has more than 24 years of rail, truck, barge and vessel transportation experience concentrated in bulk commodity and containerized shipments. He can be reached at (406) 347-5237, via e-mail at darell@tealinc.com or visit www.tealinc.com.

*Darell Luther* is president of Forsyth, MT-based Tealinc Ltd., a rail transportation solutions and railcar leasing company. Darell has more than 24 years of rail, truck, barge and vessel transportation experience concentrated in bulk commodity and containerized shipments. He can be reached at (406) 347-5237, via e-mail at darell@tealinc.com or visit www.tealinc.com.

---

**Did you know?**

**The Diablo tarp system is the lightest weight, fully adjustable, HYDRAULIC tarp system on the market.**

With an installed weight of 850#’, you can recapture your trucks’ load capacity that’s been stolen by DPF’s, Urea containers and burn boxes.

Or simply switch from a Pioneer Rack & Pinion to an O’Brian Diablo and get back close to 500#’s in weight capacity

**The Diablo is Very Profitable & Highly Productive**

[www.obriantarping.com](http://www.obriantarping.com)

1-800-334-TARP(8277)

*Waste Advantage Magazine* in conjunction with Tealinc, Ltd. is offering a free high level market study for a potential customer that has truck-rail, truck-rail-barge or truck-rail-truck logistics in place or that they are considering. Tealinc will help with the research, providing guidance on what data is required and organizing the information and determining the final costs of putting together the move to support your market reach or cost reduction efforts. Tealinc and *Waste Advantage Magazine* reserve the right to use the necessary information in published monthly Waste-by-Rail articles with no restrictions on disclosure of costs. All names and exact markets can remain private in order to hold the participant in confidence. Tealinc’s intent is to use a real-life scenario in their monthly articles to demonstrate how to conduct a market study to assess multiple logistics options to enhance the economics of your bottom line or to penetrate markets possibly using different transport options. If you are interested, please contact *Waste Advantage Magazine*’s Editorial Director, Angelina Ruiz at angelina@wasteadvantagemag.com.
P.O.D.

Faster Cycle Times
Increased Route Efficiency
Save Fuel
Reduce Noise

The P.O.D. System is breakthrough technology that serves the refuse collection industry. This innovation significantly reduces fuel consumption and corresponding emissions. The results are good for the environment and improve your bottom line through increased productivity, uptime and reduce your operating costs.

WAYNE
ENGINEERING
888-66WAYNE

TITAN

701 Performance Drive, Cedar Falls, IA 50613 • Phone: (319) 266-1721 • Fax: (319) 266-8207
POWER ON DEMAND

- Estimated 4 gallons per day fuel savings
- 30% savings on CNG and increased torque performance
- Featuring Eaton power-on-demand hydraulics
- Faster cycle times increased route efficiency
- Operate at idle system reduces engine wear and noise
- Reduce oil spills: Manual system shut-down

- Available in the TITAN, Curbtender and Pheonix rear loader models
- Also introducing the fully integrated Curotto-Can
- Additional 2 gallons per day in fuel savings

www.WayneUSA.com
Zero Accident Culture

The Science Behind Zero
John Wayhart

How many employees work for zero accidents when management is not around?

Deoxyribonucleic Acid
Huh? You may be scratching your head wondering what that term means or what exactly it has to do with your waste and recycling facility. Deoxyribonucleic Acid is the scientific term for DNA. While we’re not talking actual genetics, the makeup of your company and its employees is what structures workplace culture. Because most companies have some sort of defined culture, how you demonstrate yours is certainly important and can mean the difference between a safe workplace, an incident or even death. Additionally, a strong culture brings the following elements to your company:

- Attraction of top talent
- Retention of key employees
- Safe operations
- Lower incidents and claims
- Customer satisfaction
- Synergy towards a common goal

By creating an effective workplace culture with a good gene pool (employees who know and understand the value of safety, as well as embrace safety precautions when there are no supervisors present), your facility will be reaping the above mentioned benefits.

Photosynthesis
Keeping with the science theme, photosynthesis is a process used by plants and other organisms to convert the light energy captured from the sun into chemical energy that can be used to fuel the organism’s activities. This same mechanism can be transferred to your operation. Teach employees safety efficiency and how it can lower workers’ compensation costs and lead to a healthier workforce. During the process, employees should capture that information, understand proper techniques and protocols, and then use that knowledge to fuel the success of their day-to-day activities. Just as this process helps plants grow and flourish, it can also teach responsibility and a self-maintained culture without the continued guidance of the executive and management teams. Will your plants still grow without someone consistently overseeing the garden?

Atoms
Don’t neglect the small stuff when striving to create an environment where employees are reliable and self-accountable for a Zero Accident Culture. Reward and highlight employees who report to work every day injury-free. Focus on employees who do what’s right the first time—whether it be a financial incentive or something as simple as an “employee of the week.” Evaluate with your team’s every near miss and dissect how it happened, the process that led to it and steps for future improvements. Talk about cleanliness, housekeeping and how first impressions are lasting to customers. The “small stuff” makes a difference. The atoms are what help companies achieve the larger goals, customers and profits. When the small stuff matters, everything—including employee buy-in and safety precautions—begin to improve.
The Scientific Method

Science labs were my worst nightmare in high school and college. I loathed filling out all the components of the Scientific Method and just wanted to do the experiment and see a result. I now have a greater appreciation towards the method of madness and firmly believe it comes in handy when trying to mix together a positive culture. To avoid a smoke explosion during lab, or more appropriately, an incident on the worksite, follow these steps.

**Purpose**

What's the problem? For our purposes, let's say it's enabling employees to embrace a Zero Accident Culture when management is not around, which in turn, creates a positive culture that reduces incidents and increases employee engagement.

**Research**

More and more companies are stating zero as their ultimate goal and specific objective in the ability to lower their cost of risk. Based on the size of your operation, research what an appropriate and attainable goal should be for your organization. Examine successful, safe companies in industries with similar risk. Find ones with an Experience Modification Rating (mod) of 1.0 or lower, and discover the financial and intangible impact a lower mod number brings (see Experience Modification Rating sidebar). Observe the influence of a positive culture on employees. Research the cost...
The Science Behind Zero

for a safety consultant, training or other preventative measures and compare it to the cost savings similar companies are experiencing through a lower mod number.

Hypothesis

Based on your research, predict the outcome of the problem. Determine which avenues are the most cost-effective and appropriate for your organization, taking into consideration all the variables and controls (more applicable science terminology). From there, set forth measurable short and long-term goals that are difficult, but attainable.

Experiment

Develop a timeline and procedure to test the hypothesis. Don’t roll out every measure at once, so as not to overwhelm employees. Throughout the “experiment” phase, embrace the small stuff (atoms) and recognize successes. Also, begin your photosynthesis stage of teaching employees to be self-reliant and accountable for their actions when you’re not there. This is the time to test the different safety avenues that can lead to Zero Accident Culture.

Analysis

Record the results. Analyze which measurable short and long-term goals were hit or missed and why. Determine whether employees are making proactive steps in working for zero accidents and engaging within the culture of the organization. This phase should never be complete. Owners and senior management must continually analyze and evaluate to keep improving.

Conclusion

Determine what areas were the most successful, and how you can continue or improve upon it. For example, if monthly safety trainings saw the largest improvement in lowering back soreness and injuries, find additional training options such as videos and guest speakers.

Becoming Einstein

If every employee took a personal responsibility for his/her own safety on the job with zero retribution from anyone in the organization, you will begin to achieve greatness in workplace excellence. John Wayhart is a Senior Vice President at Assurance (Schaumburg, IL). With more than 29 years in the insurance and risk management industry, his expertise lies in providing solutions for a wide range of businesses including the waste and recycling industry. In 1989, John trademarked the Zero Accident Culture® and continues to teach, coach and mentor this process to help drive down the cost of risk to improve operational effectiveness and financial results. John can be reached at (847) 463-7161 or jwayhart@assuranceagency.com.
Decals - Stickers - Labels

Same Day Shipping on Hundreds of Products!

www.WasteStickers.com

800.331.9061

Custom Decals

ABC WASTE
777-7777

Click HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION!

9 x 12" Recycling & Container Decals

WS912104
Commingled Recyclables
Aluminum Cans
Glass Bottles & Jars
Dinnerware, Glassware
Beverage Containers
ONLY

WS912101
All Cans and Bottles Must Be Emptied and Rinsed Before Placing in Recycling Containers

WS912102
Cardboard Only Breakdown Boxes

WS912110
Mixed Paper Recyclables Products Only

WS912122
Recyclable Items Only

WS91213
Recycle Here

Caution/Notice Combo Decal

WDS14101
Size: 5 x 14" Price: $.69 each

MAXIMUM LOADING LEVEL

WS336102

Circle Recycling Decals

WS6X6101 6 x 6" .59 each
WS8X8101 8 x 8" .69 each
WS12X101 12 x 12" .79 each
WS18X110 18 x 18" 1.79 each

Caution, Notice, & Danger Decals

Size: 5 x 7"

Price: .38 each

WDNOT101
NOTICE
Do Not Fill Above Top Of Container

WDNOT109
NOTICE
No Recyclables Allowed

WDNOT103
NOTICE
Container Must Be Places On Hard, Level Surface or Stand Iff Open

WDNOT112
NOTICE
It Is Against The Law To Put Hazardous On Toxic Waste In This Container

WDNOT113
NOTICE
All Trash Must Be Put In The Container

WDNOT106
NOTICE
Please Close Covers

WDNOT116
NOTICE
Do Not Use For Public Use Violators Will Be Prosecuted

WDCAU101
CAUTION
Keep Hands Clear of the Hopper

WDCAU106
CAUTION
Keep Out

WDCAU111
CAUTION
Keep Hands Clear of the Hopper

WDCAU114
CAUTION
This Compactor Starts Automatically

WDCAU115
CAUTION
This Baler Starts Automatically

WDCAU116
CAUTION
Do Not Play In or Around

WDDAN103
DANGER
Stand Clear When Tailgate Is Open

WDDAN102
DANGER
Stand Clear When Container Is Off Ground

WDDAN104
DANGER
Frequent Stops and Backing

WDDAN105
DANGER
Do Not Enter

WDDAN107
DANGER
Do Not Park In Front of This Container

WDDAN112
DANGER
Stand Clear When Rear Doors Are Opened

WDDAN115
DANGER
220 Volts

Recycling Message Decals

Size: 3 x 18"

Price: .49 each

WD318107
Aluminum Cans Only

WD318132
Garbage Only

WD318150
Paper Only

WD318117
Cans, Plastics & Bottles Only

WD318133
Glass Only

WD318159
Plastics Only

WD318118
Cardboard Only

WD318134
Glass, Plastic, Aluminum

WD318160
Recycle

WD318131
Flatten Boxes

WD318140
Mixed Paper Only

WD318165
Trash Only

800.331.9061
Click Here For More Information!
Guest Commentary

Mitigating Risk in the Development of Emerging Technologies
Susan Robinson

In order to develop profitable, sustainable projects, it is helpful to GATHER AS MUCH INFORMATION AS POSSIBLE AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE.

OVER THE DECADES, WASTE MANAGEMENT (WM) HAS seen its business evolve. What started as a waste services company grew when recycling was added to the portfolio. Now, the company is in the process of transforming itself into a materials management company. One of the first moves that the company made as part of this transformation effort was to create a dedicated department to evaluate and invest in technologies that make the best use of WM’s assets and expand sustainable materials management options.

We’ve been at this for more than five years now—as an investor, joint venture partner and as a developer. We are also a feedstock provider, a processor and user of finished products such as biofuel. We now have experience with multiple projects—either on our own or with partners. Through it all, we’ve learned quite a bit from our multi-project, multi-level, multi-year involvement.

Great Technologies Don’t Guarantee Success

Many projects look great on paper, but ultimately fail. Permitting issues, feedstock quality or preprocessing requirements, technology surprises and unexpected costs, funding shortfalls or a lack of an offtake contract for the finished product can all hinder success. WM has invested in more than two-dozen projects through its corporate venturing team. While many appear to be on their way to successful commercialization, over a period of five years it is not surprising that several have not played out as we had hoped. More often than not, the “bones” of the project are sound, but success remains elusive. While we work hard to minimize the risk of failure before making an investment, it is important to enter into these ventures understanding that there are many unknowns and that success is by no means a certainty. Hence, our decision to create a portfolio to spread our risk across multiple companies.

Waste Management’s Organic Growth Group maintains a pipeline of companies that come to us for funding, purchase or partnerships—all of which we evaluate with the knowledge that we have gained as we continue to invest in this space. For example, when evaluating possible new investments, we have learned to look at a series of factors beyond the technology itself, the management team and financing. We also evaluate investments based on our knowledge of feedstock realities, processing limitations, logistical synergies and the political/regulatory environment. We are careful to understand the components of the waste stream as well as our ability to access it (i.e., flow control and regulations).

What can we say about reducing development costs and increasing the opportunity for success? Many of the following lessons may seem obvious in hindsight, but have been learned the hard way by many technology companies.

Location, Location, Location

Location plays an important role when siting conversion technologies. From permitting to community acceptance to pricing structures, selecting the best location for a facility plays a significant role in mitigating the risk of failure. Co-location at an existing solid waste facility often makes sense because of opportunities for efficiencies with existing permits, roads, water, scales, etc. Co-location can have drawbacks as well depending on the priorities of the onsite staff, the status and complexity of ongoing permitting processes, and the expectations of the surrounding community. While most of our projects have been co-located, in some cases, new challenges may outweigh potential cost savings.

Engage Experts During the Permitting Process and Use Industry-specific Experts to Address Feedstock and Pre-processing Needs

- Permitting. Several companies have done an excellent job of choosing States and counties that are receptive to new technology opportunities. Other States are less receptive to innovation, or may be challenged to find the time and resources to be open to innovative projects. We’ve learned that we need to understand this context before we endure an extended permitting process. To avoid this in the future, we pulled together our regulatory experts on air, water and environmental planning to review our projects and develop a consolidated checklist on what to know about each potential new location. This combined knowledge of operational logistics, federal, state and local laws is now used to help WM and our partners to reduce permit time and costs.

- Materials Sourcing and Pre-processing. Many project developers have a lot of knowledge about their own technology, but often very little about solid waste regulations, handling and material processing equipment. This lack of broader industry knowledge can spell disaster for a project.
Too often, engineers and developers fall into the trap of looking at national waste characterization charts and graphs and declaring it to be “just garbage.” The waste stream may look homogenous at a large scale. In reality, feedstock varies by season, geography, local industry, local events and it varies according to the quality of local recycling programs. Problems arise when the developer: 1) Doesn’t understand the feedstock well enough to know what pre-processing is required; 2) Does understand the feedstock, but not the pre-processing equipment requirements; 3) Simply underestimates equipment requirements and costs.

- Technology providers rarely accurately assess and plan for adequate pre-processing of materials. As hard as it is to add this cost upfront, it is much more expensive to address this need after the fact. We recognized early on the role that processing would play in managing waste in the future. More material would be processed in some way to create end-material of higher value. Unless the material collected is completely separated at the source (which it rarely is), all of the technologies that we have heard about require processing of some type. We anticipate separating recyclables first, then processing the residual into energy. Over time, we can ensure that material will flow to higher and better uses as technologies develop. Our processing must be flexible for this purpose. There are compelling reasons why garbage is heavily regulated across the U.S.. It is complex and can be hard to handle. The public expects new technologies to be at least as safe and environmentally protective as the waste handling options they replace. Public acceptance depends upon evaluating—and avoiding—potential environmental concerns.

**Engage Stakeholders Early**

Local stakeholders, the community and NGOs (non-governmental organizations) can kill a project just as effectively as failed technology or funding issues. Know, respect and involve the community. Several of our partner technologies have commented on the important role that buy-in from their local communities has played in moving their projects forward. Gaining an early understanding of the local community and regulators, and responding thoughtfully to their views, can help avoid unnecessary costs later in the process. Even when an investment doesn’t turn out as we had hoped, we learn about the process, the technology, feedstock requirements and potential product end markets. And, we incorporate what we’ve learned into our decision making process.

**Gather As Much Information as Possible**

In order to develop profitable, sustainable projects, it is helpful to gather as much information as possible as early as possible. Asking tough questions early can be inconvenient, but it is the best way to ultimately ensure the success of a project. You’ve heard it before, but the devil really is in the details. Over the past five years, we have experienced unexpected costs increases and have sometimes been surprised by details that were not envisioned in the initial “plan.” The good news is, however, that we have gained enough experience with these projects to anticipate the hurdles, plan for them and work our way to success. | WA

Susan Robinson is Director of Federal Public Affairs at Waste Management (Houston, TX), where she works directly with the company’s Organic Growth Group, working to develop innovative technologies. She can be reached at (425) 825-2011 or via e-mail at srobinson@wm.com.
WHY GAMBLE WITH YOUR
MCS IS THE PREFERRED VENDOR FOR MORE NATIONAL WASTE
HAULERS THAN ANY OTHER CONTAINER REPAIR COMPANY.

BEFORE - THE BONEYARD / SCRAP

DURING RESTORATION PROCESS

AFTER - LIKE NEW INVENTORY

MCS MANUFACTURED
PRE-FAB BOTTOM KITS

MAJOR ROLL-OFF REPAIRS
(Floors, Rails, Doors, Etc.)

SPECIAL PROJECTS
Safety Painting, Disaster Relief Crews, Etc.

1-800-448-3785
www.mobilecontainer.com
CONTAINER REPAIR BUDGET?
BEFORE YOU OUTSOURCE YOUR CONTAINER SHOP, KNOW ALL THE FACTS!

**FACT** The “TEAM” in Team MCS makes all the difference
Every Mobile Container Service representative that sets foot on your yard is carefully screened, highly skilled, properly trained and fully insured with industry limits on business liability and worker compensation to protect our customers from any liability.

**FACT** TEAM MCS Pricing includes equipment and All Consumables
Don’t be fooled by other companies quoting a cheap price then only to raid your shops materials, consumables, fuel etc., and put wear and tear on your welding and painting equipment. Those items add up, Mobile Container Service ALWAYS brings the total package to your yard.

**FACT** We manufacture the best bottoms in the industry, engineered to last
We build the best bottoms in the industry, heavier gauge steel and engineered to far outlast bottoms pieced together out the field, not to mention look more like a new container.

**FACT** MCS is the preferred vendor for container maintenance
MCS has preferred vendor status with more national waste haulers in the US and Canada than any other Container Maintenance Company.

**FACT** MCS has no minimum quantities
Our price is our price. We are local so you don’t need huge minimum orders to get us to service your account.

One of the reasons you outsource is to transfer your time and energy consuming details over to trained problem solvers. With MCS’s one stop solution, you don’t just outsource the physical labor, you get rid of the entire headache.

NORTH AMERICA’S #1 CONTAINER MAINTENANCE COMPANY!

1-800-448-3785
www.mobilecontainer.com

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION!
Action Carting Saves Time, Money with Automated Billing

ACTION CARTING IS A LEADING SOLID WASTE collection and environmental services company based in Newark, NJ that serves the five boroughs of New York and Northern New Jersey. Their customers include iconic local landmarks like Yankee Stadium and the Empire State Building as well as hospitals, restaurants, construction companies and business customers of just about every type. The company processes approximately 13,000 invoices a month.

The Challenge

Action Carting outsourced the delivery of their bills to a print and mail service. They were generating PDF files to send to the third-party printer, who would then print, stuff and mail the invoices. Chief Financial Officer, Brian Giambagno, evaluated the process and concluded that the company was missing a big opportunity by transferring PDF files; he knew they could do so much more by proactively using the data contained in the invoices to
streamline operations. Giambagno and his team assessed their options and asked several companies to present billing solutions that would improve their operations.

The Solution
After evaluating the options, Action Carting selected Billtrust (Hamilton, NJ), a premier provider of outsourced billing solutions. Billtrust’s flagship product and service suite, called CompleteBilling, provides Action Carting with a fully integrated service that includes paper, fax, e-mail and online billing (EIPP). In addition, the company provides expert bill design, in-bill marketing services, and an integrated online customer service tool called CustomerCare. Billtrust outlined a strategy that would improve the use of data while cutting costs, reducing the time required to process bills and increasing billing practice sustainability. “The other two companies proposed printing solutions,” observes Giambagno. “Billtrust outlined a technology solution. That’s what sold us on them—they proposed an approach where we could accomplish much more than just a more efficient print and mail process.”

By taking a holistic approach to the billing process, Billtrust was able to deliver significant improvements, including:
- Conversion of 32 percent of customers to an electronic billing process within six months, exceeding the 25 percent within one-year goal.
- An online portal customers use to view and print bills, which eliminates the need for Action Carting personnel to field calls and print and mail invoices that are misplaced.

Stop Wasting Your Insurance Dollars.
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The Pump Stops Here

Operate your trucks more efficiently and more eco-friendly!
Save fuel and our environment
FRONT-MOUNT HYDRAULIC PUMP STOP
• 6 inches long and 8 inches in diameter
• Mounts at the normal SAE “C” flange in both 2 and 4 bolt configurations
• Connects to the drive line running off the front of the engine.
• Output side accepts your pump and is available in 1.25 inch 14 tooth splined and keyed shafts.

A cab mounted control box oversees the operation of the STOP. The operator arrives on route and, at idle, arms the system. When finished and before leaving route the operator simply turns it off. If they have forgotten to, it is wired to Vehicle Speed Sense and when the truck gets to 20 MPH it will disarm itself. The system also comes with a hydraulic tank mounted “float switch”. The switch has two levels and will first provide a “low oil” warning. The second float will shut the STOP off in case of an oil leak. This feature will not only drastically reduce the amount of oil spilled but will also allow the vehicle to be driven in for repairs without a road call. These features will save fuel to and from routes and dump facilities, limit the amount of oil spilled in case of any hydraulic component failure and extend pump life allowing you to operate with greater efficiency and more ECO friendly than ever before.

855-850-4RPS (777)
www.hypumpstop.com
Info@hydpumpstop.com

Stop Wasting Your Insurance Dollars.

IOA's Environmental Division specializes in insurance for:
HAULERS (Residential or Commercial) • RECYCLING OPERATIONS
MRF'S/ TRANSFER STATIONS/ LANDFILLS • LOGISTIC COMPANIES
DEMOLITION CONTRACTORS • And Much More
Worker's Comp, Auto, GL, Pollution, Umbrella, Captives,
Property, Bonds, Health Insurance, 401(k)

Contact:
Nathan Brainard
Vice President
Environmental Division
1-800-243-6899 EXT: 15287
Nathan.brainard@ioausa.com
www.nathanbrainard.ioausa.info

We Write Insurance in All 50 States!
Action Carting Saves Time, Money with Automated Billing

- An automated process to handle billing exceptions, which used to be managed by manually flagging bills with stickers containing special processing instructions.
- A seven-day reduction of the billing cycle, with customers receiving bills faster and making payments faster.

Billtrust exceeded the Action Carting team’s expectations by delivering cost savings and cutting time requirements. However, the Action Carting team reports that the “soft cost” impact may be even greater than the savings generated by elimination of postage and paper. “Our billing department is now more scalable,” Giambagno reports. “By automating manual processes and dramatically reducing customer phone calls on billing issues, our partnership with Billtrust has increased our billing group’s capacity to handle new customers. We’re a growing company, and we can now add new customers without having to increase headcount.”

Meeting Environmental Sustainability Goals

The Billtrust partnership has also helped Action Carting bolster its environmental sustainability goals and improve customer communications. The drive toward paperless billing has significantly reduced the company’s carbon footprint, and Billtrust was instrumental in persuading customers to adopt electronic billing by conducting a customer call campaign to increase participation in the paperless program.

The dynamic invoice messaging capabilities Action Carting now enjoys improve customer communications and reduce call volumes, especially around issues like holiday pickups. The company used to get hundreds of phone calls from customers asking about holiday pickup schedules, but since they can now add messages about these types of issues directly to the invoice, call volumes have dropped precipitously. “Invoice messaging also supports our social media outreach,” says Action Carting Marketing Analyst, Jenna DiBella. “We invite customers to interact with us via social media channels on our invoices, and it drives traffic to social media platforms like our Twitter feed, where we give tips on green practices and provide other critical information our customers need to know. The invoice messaging and social media outreach work hand-in-hand.”

By taking a proactive, technology-focused approach to billing, Action Carting has achieved significant time and money savings while improving internal efficiency and scalability. The company’s partnership with Billtrust has improved its sustainability and expanded its customer communications capabilities.

For more information about Billtrust, call (888) 580-2455 or visit www.billtrust.com. For more information about Action Carting, visit www.actioncarting.com.

The Online MarketPlace.
Shop or Sell Your New and Used Equipment and Services.

www.wasteadvantagemag.com
Breakthroughs and Innovations

ROLL-OFFPARTS.COM (Erie, PA) offers high-quality parts and accessories for your roll-off containers and dumpsters. They supply all types of parts for roll-off containers, including: hinges, latches, wheels, rollers, tailgates, tarps, chain binders and much more. All of Roll-OffParts.com’s steel parts are made in America by experienced craftsmen.

Roll-offparts.com is dedicated to their customers with the goal to keep the high-quality parts you need stocked on their shelves and ready to be shipped when you place an order. Featuring North American-made steel, Roll-offparts.com is helping to support the working people by building all of their products with quality in mind, all while providing a solid value for your dollar. Roll-offparts.com is committed to your containers needs so that they can work as hard as you do. All of their parts are made with ASTM structural-grade steel, designed to keep your roll-off fleet moving every day.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL (855) 860-3252 OR VISIT WWW.ROLL-OFFPARTS.COM.

KAFKO INTERNATIONAL’s (Skokie, IL) unique formula of new Oil Eater Wash makes it easier to easily wash away diesel, grease, dirt and bird dropings from trucks and heavy equipment with spot-free results. The eco-safe, ultra-concentrated wash is a high-foaming, low VOC cleaner/degreaser that can be diluted up to 100:1. It is non-acid, non-corrosive, non-hazardous and completely biodegradable. It works in hard and soft water, lubricates brushes, is safe on proportioners, and is ideal for automatic and high-pressure self-service systems. It is safe on aluminum, paint, glass, rubber and vinyl when used as directed. Oil Eater truck wash is available in a 5-gallon pail and 30- and 55-gallon drums. A sample is available upon request.

FOR INFORMATION, CALL (800) 528-0334 OR VISIT WWW.OILEATER.COM.

RIDEWELL’s (Springfield, MO) 209 series “60/40” suspension has the capacity of a tandem drive axle, but maneuvers like a single. Its design offers 60/40 load distribution between drive and non-drive axles, while maintaining proper drive line and caster angles. Weight distribution is maintained throughout the full range of articulation and is automatic—no driver control required (or allowed). The 46,000lb. capacity suspension offers a weight savings of 1,500 to 2,000lbs. over traditional tandem drive axles.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL (877) 434-8088 OR VISIT WWW.RIDEWELLCORP.COM.

Making the Difference.
TOUGHER, STRONGER, LAST LONGER

Diamondback Products’ cart tippers have fewer moving parts, which means less inventory to stock and fewer repairs for your fleet. SIMPLE IS BETTER.

For more Information Call Jeff McDonald 336-978-2280
www.DiamondbackProducts.com

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION!
SP INDUSTRIES, INC. (Hopkins, MI) has introduced the first line of industrial, electro-mechanical compactors completely absent of hydraulic fluid. These environmentally-friendly, ground breaking units use a solid steel screw shaft powered by an electric motor that pushes the ram through the compaction chamber.

This design eliminates the potential for hydraulic fluid spills in and around customer facilities, providing contamination-free operation in all applications and for all industries. The new EM Series incorporates a 24-volt control system that allows for safer operation and a built-in grease system automatically lubricates the shaft. These units free up floor space as well by removing the need for bulky power units used with traditional compactors, while boasting multi-cycle programming and adjustable ram force pressure settings. Finally, the motor remains protected by a soft-start system and full-load indicator to prevent surges or overamping.

As with all SP equipment, the EM Series is completely customizable and can be integrated into almost any system that they manufacture, including their specialty cart dumpers, chutes and decks.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL (800) 592-5959 OR VISIT WWW.SP-INDUSTRIES.COM.

RUDCO PRODUCTS INC. (Vineland, NJ) is a leading manufacturer of waste, recycling, environmental material and construction equipment and has earned a long-standing reputation from more than 80 years of manufacturing and design experience. This has led to an excellence in product development and durability. Rudco produces steel refuse containers for the waste and scrap industries. Over the years, they have continued to expand their product line to include a wide variety of equipment to serve the solid, liquid, scrap, recycling environmental and material handling industries. Rudco’s Rear Load Containers feature:

- High strength plastic lids
- Solid pick up bar
- Meets or exceeds ANSI Standards Z-245-3
- Full swing-away lids
- Full length channels across bottom reinforce container
- Reinforced rear overhead hook
- Inside/outside thrust bar provides double strength to rear panel

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL (800) 828-2234 OR VISIT WWW.RUDCO.COM.

GREENSORB (Chicago, IL) is an eco-friendly, multi-purpose absorbent that is more effective on more types of spills than competing absorbent products. It creates a cleaner and safer work environment in all industries while saving money. Use less GreenSorb material and create less downstream waste into landfills, which is a significant cost savings. The lower-cost-per-use product also delivers other cost saving advantages such as using less water and less cleaning solutions when cleaning spills—an overall savings of time as well.

GreenSorb converts liquids to solid waste. It works in wet, dry, outside or inside conditions. It works on all types of liquid spills, such as: fuels, hydraulic and motor oils, cleaning acids, solvents, paints, sewage, biological and more. GreenSorb is used in Aerospace/Aviation, Chemical Industry, Jan-San, commercial cleaning operations, restaurants, Facilities Maintenance, Heavy-Duty Equipment operators, industrial facilities, fire departments, machine shops, automotive and trucking, large MROs, Commercial Airlines, General Aviation and Airport Operations.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.GREENSORB.COM.

The BENLEE (Romulus, MI) Super Mini Roll Off truck replacement is a game changer when it comes to hauling standard roll off containers. A short roll off trailer, only 25’ 11” long, when it is connected to a standard tractor it is less than 2’ longer than a standard roll off truck. Also, because the tractor trailer pivots it is more maneuverable than a roll off truck.

The Super Mini is designed to payload 50 to 90 percent more than a roll off truck depending on individual state laws. It only weighs 11,600lbs and will legally GW 69,500lbs on Federal highways. When you estimate the weight of a tractor at 16,000lbs and a container at 6,000lbs, you can legally haul 35,900lbs of payload. The Super Mini can haul more weight legally on every trip.

Cost and fleet uptime are additional advantages. The Super Mini can save haulers over $100,000 especially if they have an underused tractor. Also, the Super Mini will last more than 25 years. Fleet uptime is increased because haulers can disconnect the Super Mini from the tractor and haul different types of trailers.

The BENLEE Super Mini out performs standard roll off trucks in every way. It is more maneuverable, carries more weight, and costs much less. It also has many design advantages such as 1” chromium trivalent plated hydraulic lines, 1” Parker 3000psi hoses, sheaves and rollers with internal grease grooves, LED lights, and Wheel Checks.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT JIM REEVES AT (734) 476-4402 OR E-MAIL JIM.REEVES@BENLEE.COM.
Waste Advantage Magazine’s Recycling/Transfer Stations/Landfills (R/T/L) section has become a very important part of our readership. Our timely, relevant editorial in this section—products/services releases, statistics, short tips, etc.—provides you, our R/T/L professionals, with the useful information that you need when making that important purchasing decision.

By making this important move, Waste Advantage Magazine, provides something for everyone in the waste and recycling industry and makes it the most complete one-stop-shop publication available today. We look forward to expanding our coverage of this segment of the industry and hearing your feedback.
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How can we be green, create jobs, stimulate the economy and make money all at the same time? Recycling. Scrap materials are now the nation’s largest export category by volume, and continue to set yearly records. In 2010, nearly $30 billion in recycled commodities were sent overseas.

With cheap overseas freight, offshore options may seem like a tempting outlet, but there are a number of other factors to be considered.

Environmental
The fuel required to send scrap more than 6,000 miles is clearly not very environmentally friendly, or for that matter, efficient. A large part of sustainability is dealing locally, however, besides just transportation energy, what happens to these materials once they get there? With regulations severely lacking, harmful chemicals are often leached into the air and water; in addition poor working conditions often result in a low-quality product. By keeping scrap local, we can save energy in transportation as well as know where and how it is being used.

Natural Resources
Most people don’t consider our waste as a natural resource, but this is very much the case. Glass, aluminum, paper and plastic are all valuable resources with a high demand right here in the U.S. Plastic is especially interesting since it is produced from oil—the same oil that we work very hard to secure. What are we doing with it? Even for those materials hard to recycle, plastic to oil technology is here, and it works.

Stability
With fluctuating currencies and an array of outside forces, export markets are notoriously unstable. When prices drop overseas or demand decreases, MRFs are left with bales piling up and no alternative outlets. For example, what happens if the market drops during the long commute across water? If you haven’t received payment in advance, bales can be turned away for any number of reasons. Since overseas transitions take significantly longer to organize and execute, there is an increased risk of these market fluctuations as well as the
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challenge of arranging delivery at crowded ports within specific windows of time. Keeping material in the U.S. eliminates these risks and leads to reliable pricing for future planning and projections.

Quality
Offshore buyers often have a higher tolerance for unwanted material, essentially allowing MRFs to lower the quality of their bales. Although it may be tempting for operators wanting to move material, it can come back to bite them in the end. When offshore demand drops, MRFs are stuck with low quality bales, worth less and harder to sell domestically. Getting used to poor quality is bad for the industry as a whole and certainly moves us in the wrong direction. There is value in consistency; if quality is consistent across the industry, it is easier for everyone to sell their bales and create flexibility across the board.

Relationships
Relationships are important. Establishing consistent relationships abroad is a challenge for many reasons. There is often a strong language barrier, which could lead to miscommunications and ultimately dollar signs. It is much harder to fully understand your customer’s process, which means you must learn to understand how to improve efficiencies for both parties. As collection infrastructure develops abroad, processors will lessen their demand for imported recyclables. Trying to create relationships overseas also means an opportunity cost for local relationships. Deciding to choose an overseas buyer could put a sour taste in the mouths of your local buyers. When export prices drop, those domestic buyers may not be so keen to help you unload your material—especially not for the previous price. Overall, building and nurturing domestic relationships allows for stronger partnerships and limitless growth opportunities for both parties.

Conflict Resolution
There is nothing fun about shipping something 6,000 miles only to have it rejected and returned to you. Not only are conflicts more likely to occur when selling abroad, but they’re also more challenging to resolve. Payment disputes in particular can be a lost cause; you may end up tracking down people in towns no one has ever heard of. Dealing with customs can be frustrating; restrictions and laws that aren’t clear or not regularly enforced leads to uncertainty. When you’re dealing with something considered “waste”, many countries fear hazardous material and unwanted risk. Most likely you will have to pay someone to help you navigate customs policies, adding more time and cost. Dealing locally provides the comfort of clear U.S. laws and regulations along with the ability to solve conflicts in a much more simple and timely manner.
Jobs

Last, but certainly not least, we need jobs and the recycling industry can provide them. Technology has improved and recycling can be profitable. Processing material here supports our communities and keeps money local, benefitting everyone. According to the Institute for Local Self-Reliance, out of every 10,000 tons of solid waste going to landfills, one job is created. That same amount of waste—kept out of landfills—can create 10 recycling jobs or 75 materials reuse jobs. By selling recyclables domestic, more workers will be needed to collect, sort and process the material. Recycling creates jobs that require people with a broad range of skill levels and experience.

The recycling industry is at a unique point in its history and growing faster than ever, not just in the quality of material, but also in technological capabilities. Recycling makes sense—environmentally and economically. Recycling is a readily available practical solution to recover valuable natural resources, conserve landfill space, reduce material costs and lessen total energy consumption. | WA

Jennifer Brown is Business Development Analyst at MRC Polymers, Recycling Solutions (Chicago, IL) with a focus on developing cutting edge, sustainable plastic processing. MRC has 30 years of experience in compounding engineered resins from post-industrial and post-consumer waste streams. Jennifer can be reached at (773) 890-5566 or via e-mail at Jbrown@mrcpolymers.com.
It’s tough to keep environmental impact at a minimum while you’re away from home. And when you’re in a highly-regimented environment like the office, reducing waste and shrinking your footprint can seem next to impossible. But don’t fret, eco-minded employee. You can easily cut office impact by making a few quick adjustments to your daily routine. Check out these 10 simple tips for staying waste-free at work, and cut the footprint of your workday in half.

#1: Pack Your Own Lunch

Bringing your own lunch and snacks to the office in reusable containers not only reduces packaging waste, but can also put thousands of dollars back into your pocket annually. A survey of 1,000 workers conducted by finance recruiting firm Accounting Principals revealed that the average American worker spends $37 per week on bought lunch, adding up to $2,000 a year (there’s that pay increase you’ve been looking for).

The same survey found that 50 percent of the American workforce spends $1,000 per year on coffee. So, bring your morning cup to work in a reusable mug, and use office coffee machines to save on cash and reduce hard-to-recycle coffee cup waste.

To get you started on your low-waste, low-budget revolution, check out these sustainable lunch and snack recipes that are perfect for the office, and banish those vending machine trips for good.

#2: Make Supplies Last Longer

Reaching for a dried-out pen during a stressful workday can make you want to pull your hair out. But it can also lead to prematurely tossing your supplies. Are there really ways to make office supplies last longer? Absolutely. The ink in your pens, highlighters and markers tends to dry up faster if they aren’t being used regularly. So, try using your writing implements one-at-a-time to ensure they won’t end up forgotten in the back of your desk.

And try to keep your pen tips clean. Inks naturally coagulate at the tip of your pen, making them trickier to write with over time. To avoid plastic waste (and frustration), wipe the tip of your pen with a cloth after each use, and store pens with tips pointing upward to prevent clogging.

Also, keep all pens, markers and glue sticks in a cool, dry place – like inside a desk drawer or closet. Heat and exposure to direct sunlight can cause inks and glues to dry up and harden.

#3: “Precycle” Your Office Supplies

“Precycling” refers to the simple act of reducing non-recyclable waste before it starts. The term typically applies to choosing products packaged in materials that are easily recyclable, but it can also apply to your office supplies. Opt for supplies that are easy to reuse or recycle to stop waste in its tracks. When faced with a decision as to which supplies to use, try asking yourself: Can I recycle or reuse this? A simple change in mindset could mean lighter waste bins all year long.

Not sure where to start? Try using paper clips instead of staples for easy reuse, and opt for crumpled newspaper instead of bubble wrap to protect items during shipping. At your desk, invest in a reusable tape dispenser to halt plastic dispenser waste, and reuse items like folders and media boxes for as long as possible before throwing them out.

#4: Green Your Commute

Commuting to work can be stressful—not only for you, but also for the environment. The average American family’s weekday commute produces around 7,000 pounds of carbon emissions every year, according to a study conducted by the Union of Concerned Scientists. The good news is that reducing your driving, even slightly, can carry huge environmental benefits. Driving a mere 10 percent less, by walking, cycling, carpooling or taking public transit, can reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 440 to 1,763 pounds per year depending on the vehicle, according to the nonprofit ecology group Biosphere Institute of the Bow Valley.

If you’re lucky enough to live close to your workplace, try walking or biking to shrink your carbon footprint, or opt for public transportation for a low-waste, low-stress commute. If your office is on the other side of town, try carpooling with coworkers a few times a week to reduce environmental impact. Carpooling with two other passengers creates a mere 0.05 pounds of carbon emissions per person, per mile—even in an average car getting about 23 miles-per-gallon, according to Sightline Institute. A “vanpool,” with six occupants in total, comes in at less than 0.04 pounds of CO₂ per mile, the research group found.

As an added bonus, carpoolings is also a great way to bond with your coworkers and form relationships you may not have had otherwise. So, round up the gang and hop in the car for a commute that’s low-waste and fun.
The Evolution of Food Waste Disposal

Bio-Digestor

It’s no secret that consumers are looking for greener ways to spend their money. With the Green Key Bio-Digestor, changing your cumbersome food waste routine is easy. Within a few days after installation you will begin eliminating food waste and decreasing your garbage volume.

Reduce Hauling Expenses
Regulate Waste Disposal Costs
Improve Safety Conditions
Improve Sanitation Conditions

Contact us and find out more about how choosing the Green Key Bio-Digestor can make your business a successful part of this global trend.

Green Key Environmental Solutions™
305.394.8989 • www.Green-Key.net
info@green-key.net
#5: Reduce Paper Use

The average office worker in the U.S. uses 10,000 sheets of copy paper each year. That’s 4 million tons of copy paper used annually—leaving plenty of room to reduce paper use and shrink your office footprint. Avoid using paper by e-mailing important documents to coworkers and clients, and using presentations rather than handouts at weekly staff meetings. To further reduce paper consumption, only print documents when you absolutely have to, and try to use both sides of the paper whenever possible. For paper you do use, always remember to recycle. The EPA estimates that if an office building of 7,000 workers recycled all of its paper for a year, it would amount to taking 400 cars off the road.

6#: Be Ready with Resuables

From impromptu lunch outings and office birthday parties to lunch-break errands and shopping trips, there are loads of opportunities to get stuck with single-use products during your workday. Reduce the disposable plates, cups, silverware and shopping bags that you contribute to our waste stream by being prepared with reusable alternatives ahead of time. Keep a disposable-free survival kit, including reusable coffee mugs, water bottles, dishes and shopping bags, at your desk to help you reduce waste before it starts.

#7: Shrink Your Energy Footprint

Computers, printers and other office necessities can use up loads of energy, racking up enormous bills and expanding the footprint of your workplace. While office energy use may seem nearly impossible to avoid, you can dramatically cut down on your kilowatt hours with a few easy steps.

If you work from home, put all of your electronics on a power strip, and flip the switch off when items are not in use to avoid vampire power. And take a moment to adjust your computer’s settings to optimize battery usage and hibernate after a period of inactivity.

If you work in an office, talk to your supervisors and IT department about adjusting the settings on all of your office computers and installing power strips. Your bosses will likely be receptive when you tell them how much money it could save.

#8: Take Paperless Notes

Taking notes is a natural way to get the creative juices flowing. But why take notes on paper when waste-free alternatives abound? Most word processing software includes an easy highlighter tool to mark important sections of your notes. But if you’re going to take e-notes, you might as well opt for a program that can multi-task. Try an online note-taking program (like Evernote or UberNote) that allows you to bookmark sites of interest, jot down ideas and collaborate with multiple users.

Ditch the endless stream of adhesive paper notes by downloading a free app like Sticky Notes for your computer or the official Post-It app for your smartphone. If you’re still craving the pen and paper, invest in a whiteboard or chalkboard for your desk, so you can jot down notes and erase them at your leisure without the waste.

#9: Cut Back on Packing Waste

Packing and shipping can create loads of office waste, but you can still do your part to keep those trash cans empty. When shipping, try to pack boxes as densely as possible to avoid cardboard waste, and reuse the same boxes when you can. For boxes that can’t be reused: compost them! If you work in an office building or don’t have a compost pile for your home office waste, many farmers accept compostables for use in fertilizing their crops. Talk to a local composter about starting a partnership with your office and sending all of your boxes there.

When transporting office supplies from one office to another, ditch the cardboard boxes in favor of a reusable solution like Rent-a-Green Box. Featured on Earth911 in 2010, this “zero-waste pack and move solution” rents out reusable, recycled-content containers for a fraction of the cost (and waste) associated with cardboard moving boxes.

#10: Help Give Co-workers The Green Bug

Sharing eco-minded ideas with coworkers is a great way to make sure your whole office gets in on the waste-reducing action. Try giving out reusable water bottles, coffee mugs and shopping bags at the office on holidays to encourage fellow employees to reduce waste. Or send out a mass email about useful file-sharing tools provided by your workplace to remind coworkers of alternatives to printing.

When discussing your values with coworkers, remember to frame the conversation as providing information, not dissing their habits. For example, if you notice a coworker tossing a plastic bottle in the trash, politely telling him about a recycling bin in the next room will yield far better results than berating him about his disposal habits. With the right approach, you can get everyone in your office excited about going green.

Mary Mazzoni is a staff writer for Earth911 based in Phoenix, AZ. This article was reprinted with permission from www.earth911.com. Visit the original link at http://earth911.com/news/2012/08/13/10-tips-waste-free-workplace.

Earth911.com hosts the nation’s largest recycling directory and writes daily stories to help you reduce, reuse and recycle more. Visit www.earth911.com to read the latest ideas and tips to minimize your impact and learn how you can recycle more where you live.
Resource Spotlight
EPA’s Superfund Program

Superfund is the name given to the environmental program established to address abandoned hazardous waste sites. It is also the name of the fund established by the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, as amended (CERCLA statute, CERCLA overview). This law was enacted in the wake of the discovery of toxic waste dumps such as Love Canal and Times Beach in the 1970s. It allows the EPA to clean up such sites and to compel responsible parties to perform cleanups or reimburse the government for EPA-led cleanups.

How Superfund Works
The Superfund cleanup process is complex. It involves the steps taken to assess sites, place them on the National Priorities List, and establish and implement appropriate cleanup plans. This is the long-term cleanup process. In addition, the Agency has the authority to:
• conduct removal actions where immediate action needs to be taken
• enforce against potentially responsible parties
• ensure community involvement
• involve states
• ensure long-term protectiveness

The blueprint for these activities is the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP), a regulation applicable to all federal agencies involved in responding to hazardous substance releases. Over the past 20+ years, the EPA has located and analyzed tens of thousands of hazardous sites.
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Who Implements Superfund

EPA’s Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response (OSWER) in Washington, D.C. oversees the Superfund program. The Office of Emergency Management within OSWER is responsible for short-term responses conducted under the authority of Superfund. The Office of Superfund Remediation and Technology Innovation, and the Federal Facilities Response and Reuse Office, also within OSWER, have the lead for managing the long-term Superfund response program, the latter for responses involving Federal Facilities. In addition, OSWER manages the federal Brownfields program.

Cleanup Process

The Superfund cleanup process begins with site discovery or notification to EPA of possible releases of hazardous substances. Sites are discovered by various parties, including citizens, State agencies and EPA Regional offices. Once discovered, sites are entered into the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Information System (CERCLIS), EPA’s computerized inventory of potential hazardous substance release sites (search CERCLIS for hazardous waste sites). Some sites may be cleaned up under other authorities. EPA then evaluates the potential for a release of hazardous substances from the site through these steps in the Superfund cleanup process. Community involvement, enforcement and emergency response can occur at any time in the process. A wide variety of characterization, monitoring and remediation technologies are used through the cleanup process. The process is as follows:

- **PA/SI (Preliminary Assessment/Site Inspection)**—Investigations of site conditions. If the release of hazardous substances requires immediate or short-term response actions, these are addressed under the Emergency Response program of Superfund.
- **NPL Listing (National Priorities List) Site Listing Process**—A list of the most serious sites identified for possible long-term cleanup.
- **RI/FS (Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study)**—Determines the nature and extent of contamination. Assesses the treatability of site contamination and evaluates the potential performance and cost of treatment technologies.
- **ROD (Records of Decision)**—Explains which cleanup alternatives will be used at NPL sites. When remedies exceed 25 million, they are reviewed by the National Remedy Review Board.
- **RD/RA (Remedial Design/Remedial Action)**—Preparation and implementation of plans and specifications for applying site remedies. The bulk of the cleanup usually occurs during this phase. All new fund-financed remedies are reviewed by the National Priorities Panel.
- **Construction Completion**—Identifies completion of physical cleanup construction, although this does not necessarily indicate whether final cleanup levels have been achieved.
- **Post Construction Completion**—Ensures that Superfund response actions provide for the long-term protection of human health and the environment. Included here are Long-Term Response Actions (LTRA), Operation and Maintenance, Institutional Controls, Five-Year Reviews, Remedy Optimization.
- **NPL Delete (National Priorities List Deletion)**—Removes a site from the NPL once all response actions are complete and all cleanup goals have been achieved.
- **Reuse (Site Redevelopment)**—Information on how the Superfund program is working with communities and other partners to return hazardous waste sites to safe and productive use without adversely affecting the remedy.

Superfund Community Involvement

Community involvement is the process of engaging in dialogue and collaboration with community members. The goal of Superfund community involvement is to advocate and strengthen early and meaningful community participation during Superfund cleanups. Superfund community involvement staffs at headquarters and in the regions strive to:

- Encourage and enable community members to get involved
- Listen carefully to what the community is saying
- Take the time needed to deal with community concerns
- Change planned actions where community comments or concerns have merit
- Keep the community well informed of ongoing and planned activities
- Explain to the community what EPA has done and why

—From www.epa.gov/superfund. For more information on how EPA cleans up Superfund sites and administers the Superfund program, visit the Web site.
EPA regulations establish special siting restrictions and performance standards for six types of MSWLF site locations: airports, 100-year floodplains, wetlands, fault areas, seismic impact zones and unstable areas. These six types of locations are sensitive areas that warrant additional regulatory controls. While all six location restrictions apply to new and laterally expanding MSWLF units, existing units are subject only to airport safety, floodplain and unstable area controls. Because these landfill siting regulations involve substantial geological investigation, certain terms used in the regulations are unusually technical.

**Airport Safety Controls**

Landfills can attract birds seeking food or nesting sites; therefore, landfills that are located near an airport may pose a risk of collisions between birds and aircraft. The airport safety restrictions define a danger zone in which special care must be taken to ensure that the likelihood of collisions between birds and aircraft is reduced. These provisions apply to new MSWLFs, existing MSWLFs and lateral expansions located within 10,000 feet of any airport runway used by turbojet aircraft, or within 5,000 feet of any runway end used by piston-type aircraft only. The owner and operator of any unit located within these areas must demonstrate that the management practices of the landfill will minimize the incidents of bird hazards for aircraft.

Provided the owner and operator can make this demonstration, the airport safety criteria do not prohibit the disposal of solid waste within the specified distances. Likewise, the airport safety restrictions do not impact the location of airports or airport runways. However, in accordance with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), municipal landfills and lateral expansions proposed within a five-mile radius of any airport runway used by turbojet or piston-type aircraft must notify the affected airport and the FAA in writing of such a proposal.

The Aviation Investment and Reform Act for the 21st Century, which includes provisions that amend the MSWLF location criteria, was signed into law on April 5, 2000. The amendments come after Congress found that collisions between aircraft and birds have resulted in fatal accidents and pose special dangers to smaller aircraft. Since landfills have an inherent nature to attract birds, the law prohibits the location of new MSWLFs within six miles of airports served by general aviation aircraft and regularly scheduled flights of aircraft designed for 60 passengers or less. This restriction does not apply to existing landfills or expansions of existing landfills.

**Floodplain Controls**

Floodplain regulations establish guidelines that must be followed when a new or existing MSWLF or a lateral expansion is located in a 100-year floodplain. A unit subject to these provisions must be designed and operated to minimize its effect on both the 100-year flood flow and the temporary water storage capacity of the floodplain. The unit’s owner and operator must provide evidence that the landfill will not restrict the flow of the 100-year flood, reduce the temporary water storage capacity of the floodplain or result in washout of solid waste.

**Wetlands Controls**

Swamps, bogs, marshes and other wetlands are unique, critical ecosystems that serve an important role in flood control, help filter wastes from water, provide an important breeding ground for fish and wildlife, and constitute an important recreational resource. EPA has placed a high priority on wetlands protection, but believes an outright ban of new MSWLFs or lateral expansions in wetlands could severely restrict the sites available for new or expanding landfills. Thus, the Agency developed guidelines for the limited siting of MSWLFs in wetlands. New units or lateral expansions are banned from wetlands unless the owner and operator make the following demonstrations to the Director of an approved state:

- rebut the presumption that a practicable alternative site is available
- show that landfill construction and operation will not violate certain state and federal standards designed to protect water quality and wildlife
- demonstrate that the MSWLF unit will not cause or contribute to significant degradation of wetlands
- demonstrate that steps were taken to achieve no net loss of wetlands.

Because these demonstrations must satisfy the Director of an approved State, §258.12(a) effectively bans the siting of new MSWLF units and lateral
expansions in wetlands in unapproved states. The Agency intends to keep these wetlands location restrictions consistent with all CWA regulatory modifications. As §404 of the CWA evolves in accordance with the wetlands protection program, EPA will modify relevant portions of §258.12 accordingly.

**Fault Area Controls**

Fault area restrictions ban the siting of new MSWLFs and lateral expansions within 200 feet of a fault that has experienced displacement in Holocene time (i.e., the past 11,000 years). This restriction reflects the Agency’s belief that, in general, a 200-foot buffer zone is adequate to protect engineered structures, such as a new MSWLF, from seismic damage. However, in a State with an approved permitting program, the owner and operator may demonstrate that a setback distance less than 200 feet will prevent damage to the structural integrity of the unit and will be protective of human health and the environment.

**Seismic Impact Zones**

In unapproved states, new MSWLFs and lateral expansions cannot be sited in a seismic impact zone. However, in a State with an approved permitting program, a MSWLF may be located in a seismic impact zone if the owner and operator can prove that all containment structures, liners, leachate collection systems and surface water control systems are designed to resist the anticipated movement in geologic features at the site.

**Unstable Area Controls**

Any location susceptible to events or forces capable of impairing a landfill’s structural integrity is classified as an unstable area. Owners and operators must assess onsite and local factors, including soil conditions and geologic features, to determine whether an area is unstable. Unstable areas can include poor foundation conditions, areas susceptible to mass movement and karst topography. New and existing MSWLFs and lateral expansions must not be located in an unstable area unless the owner and operator can demonstrate that engineering measures in the unit’s design are sufficient to ensure that the integrity of structural components (e.g., composite liner and final cover) will not be disrupted. [WA](http://www.epa.gov/osw/inforesources/pubs/training/mswlf05.pdf)
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NORTHSHORE MANUFACTURING (Two Harbors, MN) recently introduced a new grapple to its waste handling attachments, the Waste Handling/Sorting Grapple. This grapple is designed to work both on Builtrite Stationary Electric Material Handlers and up to 22 Metric Ton Excavators. It is ideal for grabbing, loading and sorting solid waste, C&D waste, wood waste, etc. Key features/benefits/options include:

- Wristing styled head allows for precise picking, sorting and placement
- Large capacity with 52" (1,321mm) width and 73" (1,854mm) opening
- High pressure hydraulic cylinders and hydraulic manifolds
- Heavy duty rotation group, including 20" bearing and heavy duty hydraulic motor which does not require a case drain line
- Made in the U.S.A.

For more information, call (218) 834-5555 or visit www.builtritehandlers.com.

ECO GREEN EQUIPMENT (Salt Lake City, UT) has been designing and manufacturing equipment for the recycling industry since 2001 and is emerging as a leader in providing cost-effective, turnkey tire recycling systems. Their main focus is to provide custom designed tire recycling systems that deliver optimum production for a variety of applications such as TDF (Tire Derived Fuel), rubber mulch and crumb rubber. They have manufactured and installed recycling systems in countries all over the world, including the U.S., Canada, Mexico, South America, South Africa, Iraq and China. These systems are specifically designed and tailored to fit the diverse needs of their global customers.

Eco Green’s two-shaft shredders are designed with an aggressive low RPM, high torque shredding technology. As the primary shredder it quickly and easily shreds tires into ruff strips ready for further processing. The shredder blade thickness ranges from 1” to 6” (25 mm to 152 mm) depending on the type of tires, throughput and desired end product. Eco Green’s shredders can process OTR tires, large truck tires and car tires at a rate of up to 10 tons an hour.

For more information, call (801) 505-6841 or visit www.etiresshredders.com.

ELECTRONICS RECYCLING SERVICES (Scarborough, ON), a leading international e-waste management and electronics recycler, has developed a family of usable building and decorative materials including plastic lumber and a marble compound from discarded electronics by-products. These plastic and glass materials are expected to dramatically diminish the amount of discarded waste from obsolete electronics.

Founded in 2003, Electronic Recycling Services is a family-owned business with more than 25 years in the electronics recycling industry. The company has locations in California, Georgia, Iowa, Ohio, Mexico, Germany, Hong Kong and China.

For more information, visit www.ers-international.com.
WITT INDUSTRIES (Mason, OH) expands their popular GeoCube family of indoor recycling containers with a new, larger 36-gallon capacity model, the addition of a recycle blue color as an option on all sizes, an improved bag holder retainer band, and a new “combination” top for cans and paper. Additionally, the decals used to clearly identify the recycling stream for each particular “cube” have been changed to a new, cleaner, more readable typeface design. With these additions, the popular GeoCube family is even more functional—making the separation of waste from recycling easy in a small footprint. GeoCubes can be mixed and matched for unique combinations, making them an attractive and functional choice for airports, shopping malls, auditoriums, hotels, schools, and universities, and other public and private areas. Compact, and constructed of fire safe steel, GeoCubes offer a variety of tops including round for cans and bottles, slotted for paper, square for waste or recycling, and a new combination for cans/bottles and paper. Each unit features an improved retainer band that keeps the plastic bag line secure during waste and recycling collection.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT (800) 543-7417 OR VISIT WWW.WITT.COM.

QUALITY RECYCLING EQUIPMENT (Hendersonville, NC) announces their partnership with Recycling Machinery of Europe in order to offer Lollini machines to the North American market. Four generations of innovation produced the MAX500, a powerful logger baler, to compete with and dominate similar machines in reliability, ease of use and cost. A single operator can run the equipment to produce neat, square bales, and the MAX500 can be customized with a crane, range of speeds, and a diesel or electric motor on either a fixed base for your yard or a mobile trailer. Both ferrous and nonferrous material can be baled in the MAX500 in variable sizes to meet your needs.

Lollini also produces a line of shear balers, the ALC series, with differing sizes of charging box and a shearing head with a choice of 400 to 1,000 metric tons of cutting force. These machines can be customized as well to be either fixed or mobile and with either a diesel or electric motor. All Lollini balers are lined with Hardox for wear resistance and Weldox for structural resistance and can operate normally from temperatures of 14°F to 104°F. A special kit allows for more extreme operating temperatures from -22°F to 140°F.

A proven track record of reliability with more than 1,300 machines produced and running in the last 25 years makes the Lollini line of balers and shears a perfect choice for your next investment. Priced competitively for the American market, these machines are an easy choice to make.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL (800) 696-2110 OR VISIT WWW.QUALITYRECYCLING.COM.
BRITESPAN Building Systems (Wingham, ON) is growing again, adding another building to their current product line. The new building series, called the ACCENT, is less expensive versus the truss style buildings and has nice vertical side walls for great storage capacity. There are two different styles of the ACCENT buildings available: a 26’ wide low clearance and a 28’ wide high clearance. The high clearance model provides over 18’ clearance to the center of the building. These buildings can be constructed to any length needed and can be easily expanded.

The ACCENT buildings are ideal for protecting your valuable toys or equipment from the harsh elements. Whether it’s for 4-wheelers, golf carts or RV and boat storage, the options are endless. The ACCENT building can be customized to suit your needs with doors, ends and various foundations options.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL (800) 407-5846 OR VISIT WWW.BRITESPANBUILDINGS.COM.